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The major problem was fourfold: (1 ) to  identify  recommended
practices to  enhance creativity in any classroom through a review of 
literature published since 1969; (2) to identify  recommended prac­
tice s  which more than two-thirds of a selected panel of experts in ­
dicate as appropriate in a college of education classroom; (3) to 
identify  those suggestions o f practices which are agreed upon by 
faculty members and graduate students in  the College of Education at 
East Carolina University; and (ii) after careful consideration of 
responses from experts, faculty members, and graduate students, to 
develop a l i s t  of suggestions of practices for enhancing creativity  
in s college of education classroom.
The participants consisted of the follovnng: nine experts
selected according to their extensive research in  the area of cre­
ativ ity; 20 assistant professors, associate professors, and pro­
fessors teaching at least one graduate course in  the College of 
Education at East Carolina University; and 9l3 graduate students 
enrolled in a graduate course taught by a participating faculty  
member. A review of professional literature was the basis for the 
establishment of 39 recommended practices reacted upon by the panel 
01 experts. Recommendations of the experts determined the practices 
contained in the l i s t  of suggestions of practices to enhance cre­
a tiv ity  in a college o f education classroom to which faculty members 
and graduate students indicated their opinions.
In view of the findings i t  was concluded and recommended that:
(1) Through the u tiliza tion  of defensible professional literature, an 
adequate l i s t  of recommended practices in a college of education class­
room was established. (2) The selected panel o f experts agreed upon 
3 'i  of the recommended practices as applicable to a college of education 
classroom. (3) The 20 participating assistant professors, associate 
professors, and professors agreed upon 29 of the 30 practices as appli­
cable to  a college of education classroom, (ü) Eighty percent of the 
graduate students agreed to the appropriateness of 21 of the suggestions 
of practices for enhancing creati’.âty in  a college of education class­
room. (9) College personnel should work toward fu lle r  implementation 
of practices for enhancing creativity in a college of education class­
room. (6) Students should be allowed more input into the procedures 
to be carried out in the college of education classroom. (7) College of 
education faculty members need to be concerned about the practices which 
w ill enhance creativity in their students and incorporate those con­
sidered appropriate by e:q^erts in the f ie ld  of creativ ity , other faculty  
members and students. (8} Colleges of education should consider the 
inclusion of a course specifically  designed for assistin g  teachers in 
the u tiliza tion  of practices appropriate for enhancing creativity in 
college students.
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A DEVELOPMT OF SUGGESTIONS OF FACTICES 
FOR ErJHANCnG CREATIVITY IN THE COLLEGE 
OF EDUCATION CLASSROOM
CHAPTER I 
General Plan of the Study
Introduction
The need to search for an environment which enhances crea­
t iv ity  i s  of major concern in schools today, kindergarten through 
graduate school le v e ls , according to such experts as E. Paul Torrance, 
■James A. Smith, Donald W. MacIQ.nnon, and others. Through conscientious 
efforts to gain more insight into the enhancement of creativity at 
any school le v e l, college of education faculty members may be able to 
u t il iz e  practices which w ill develop an appropriate environment that 
enhances creativity .
Ralph J. Gleason pointed out that by the time students become 
college age they face r ig id ity  in structure organization. He also
suggested that attitudes held by professors tend to prevent students 
fron achieving important experiences (Heist, ed., 1968, p. 9).
James A. Trent anphasized the challenge of college and uni- 
v ers iiy  faculty to identify various conditions which a ss is t  in the 
enhancement of creativity , strengthen those enhancing conditions and 
eliminate those conditions which discourage creativity among college and 
university students (H eist, ed., 1968, p. 17). Harold K. Hughes, in 
h is  concern for sc ien tific  creativity in college students, presented 
suggestions considered ideal for producing more creative students, 
especially  scien tists; however, he presented no data to support his 
lypotheses (1969, p. 7li). Hughes identified  suggestions for a cre­
a tive classroom which included the following: f le x ib ility  of stu:ÿ;
encouragement of divergent thinking; use of open- as well as closed- 
book tests; supportive climate but only as personal as desired by the 
student; and stressing that l i f e  i s  "corçromise" and l i t t l e  areas of 
study are to ta lly  knowledgeable.
Ralph J. Hallman suggested obstacles which should be avoided 
ty  teachers who desire to enhance creativity: pressure to conform; 
attitudes of authoritarian nature; disparaganent; personalities 
suggesting r ig id ity  and in flex ib ility ; strong aiçhases upon grades 
and other rewards; danands for pre-determined responses; over-emphasis 
tpon student success; disapproval of divergent-thinking students; and 
an intolerance of innovations and fun (1970, p. 325-327). These sug­
gestions, appearing in research literature reviewed by Hallman, indicated
that certain practices may be effective when teachers wished to en­
courage creativity in  their classroom.
Statement of the Problem
The problan for this stucfy was to develop a l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices which w ill be beneficial to college of education faculty  
members who are concerned with and have the desire to  enhance cre­
a tiv ity  in their classroom. More ^ e c if ic a lly , th is  stutÿ was broken 
down into four sub-problems;
1. Practices recommended as appropriate for the enhance­
ment of creativ ity  in any classroom were identified  
from a survey of the professional literature published 
since 196$.
2. The appropriateness of the recommended practices for a 
college of education classroom was validated by a panel 
of experts.
3. The l i s t  of suggestions of practices for enhancing 
creativ ity  in the college of education classroom as 
validated by the panel of experts and conçiled in the 
form of an opinionnaire by the researcher was submitted 
to and reacted tçon by faculiy  members and graduate stu­
dents in  the C o ll ie  of Education at East Carolina Uni­
versity , Greenville, North Carolina.
L. A l i s t  of suggestions of practices recommending appli­
cation in a college of education classroom was developed 
by the researcher a fter  careful consideration of res­
ponses from the selected panel of experts, university 
faculty members, and graduate students. Suggestions for 
further studies were provided.
Research Questions in the Study
According to Kerlinger, similar opinions may be obtained 
through the utilization  o f sp ec ific  techniques such as in sample sur­
veys p. li.1l); therefore, i t  was concluded that some agreement
may be gained in developing suggestions for the enhancement of crea­
t iv ity  in the college of education classroom. The survey used by 
the researcher was designed to answer the folloT-zing questions:
1. Based upon the professional literature published 
since 196$, what practices are recommended for 
enhancing creativity in  any classroom?
2. VJhat w ill be the responses of a panel of experts 
to the appropriateness of the recommended prac­
tices  derived from the literature?
3 . i’Jhat w ill be the responses of and what agreements 
w ill exist between and among the faculty manbers
and graduate students a t East Carolina Univer­
s ity  and the panel of experts?
li. Through the u tiliza tion  of a panel of experts, 
faculty members, and graduate students, what prac­
tices  w ill be identified as appropriate for in ­
clusion or exclusion in the l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices to enhance creativ ity  in the college  
of education classroom developed by the researcher?
Definitions of Terms
In conducting th is study, i t  was necessary to refer to terms 
which could be interpreted differently than the researcher intended. 
It was also probable that some readers may use other terms which are 
synonymous to terms used by the researcher. For these reasons the 
following definitions were offered.
The Complete List of Recommended Practices consists of 
approximately 1,000 practices identified  by the researcher in the 
reviewed literature as helpful for the enhancement of creativ ity  
in any classroom.
Creativity is  the flash of something novel vâthout a ttr i­
buting to whether results are tangible, but that the notable con­
cern i s  the "inspired moment" rather than the "inspired product"
(16 slow, 1963).
Creative Thinking i s  distinguished by the fact that some­
thing novel to the individual is  occurring. The tendency i s  to 
equate creative thinking vdth divergent thinking, T-:hich may lead 
to many routes to a diversity of lik e ly  solutions, according to 
Torrance, Getzels, Jackson, and Taylor (1965).
The Panel of Experts are those authors identified  by the 
researcher as having published or edited a minimum of three books, 
a rtic les , or reports on the subject of creativity.
Hecommended Practices are those practices recommended by 
three or more authors in the reviewed literature published since
1965; and presented to the panel of experts for validation of
their app licability  in a college of education classroom.
Suggestions of Practices are those recommendations agreed
upon by 2/3 of the selected panel of experts.
Assumptions liade in the Study
Certain assumptions were made about the selected panel of 
experts, the participating faculty members and graduate students, 
and the collection instruments. The most important of these 
assumptions are as follows:
1 . Agreement of the panel of experts to the recommended 
practices to enhance creativ ity  in the college of edu­
cation classroom is  evidence of content va lid ity .
2. The panel of experts selected to review the recom­
mended practices to enhance creativity in the college 
education constituted a ti*ue representation of known 
experts in the area of creativity. Criteria for 
selection of these experts was based upon their  
extensive research as evidenced in their publi­
cations, editings, conference and symposium reports, 
and other studies.
3. Recommended practices which enhance creativity were 
content free and applicable to a l l  colleges of 
education classrooms.
Limitations of the Study
I t  was necessary to place certain lim itations on the stutfy. 
IJithout these lim itations the parameters of the data collection could 
not have been properly established and the volume of data would have 
been unwieldly. The follo>ri.ng lim itations were, therefore, es­
tablished for th is study:
1. Appropriate decisions in the area of enhancing cre­
a tiv ity  in any classroom define the "art of teaching" 
to a great extent and can only be made by the teacher 
who possesses tota l understanding and knowledge of the 
range of his or her students* a b il it ie s , including
creative potential; however, necessary confidence 
and support desired by faculty members may be 
ascertained through th is study.
2. The recommended practices for enhancing creativity  
in the college o f education classroom vras obtained 
through a review of literature published since 1965»
As evidenced through a review of the literature, 
much of the research in the area of creativ ity  has 
been accomplished since th is  date.
3* The selected panel of experts was limited to no less  
than seven nor more than ten ezcperts as evidenced by 
their publications, editings, conference and sym­
posium reports, and/or research studies, 
li. The faculty population was limited to those faculty 
members within the College of Education at East Carolina 
University, Greenville, North Carolina, who were a ss is t­
ant professors, associate professors, and professors, 
and teaching at least one liOO-level graduate class 
during the 1976-77 winter term.
$. The student population was limited to those graduate 
students who were enrolled in at least one graduate 
class at the UOO level and taught by an assistant 
professor, associate professor, or professor in the
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College of Education at East Carolina University 
during the 1976-77 r â te r  terra.
Research Procedures
The sample survey which attempts to determine incidence, 
distribution, and relations among sociological and psychological 
variables, focuses on people, the needed facts of people and th eir  
b e lie fs , attitudes, opinions, inspirations, and conduct (Kerlinger,
19èh, p . itil ) . ‘ This method was selected as the appropriate one for 
a study intended to iden tify  practices within a college of education 
environment which enhance creativity since respondents reacted fron 
a socia l sc ie n tif ic  standpoint to the cognitive object of education 
uses (Kerlinger, 1961;, p. lt$8-l;$9).
Phase one of the study involved a cr it ica l analysis of l i t ­
erature published since 1965, as a basis for corroiling recommendations 
for enhancing creativ ity  in any classroom. Criteria for item selection  
for the inclusion id thin the l i s t  o f  recommended practices to enhance 
creativ ity  in a college of education classroom was to have been iden­
tif ie d  by a minimum of three authors.
As the literature was reviewed, the statements with impli­
cations for use in any classroom as a practice to enhance creativity  
was recorded with their sources. The following literature was re­
viewed:
1. Books such as Stimulating Creativity (Stein, 197S),
Teaching for Creative Endeavor (Michael, 1968),
Encouraging Creativity in the Classroom (Torrance, 1970), 
and others.
2. Books containing selected papers from proceedings of 
symposiums and conferences, such as Scientific  Crea­
t iv i t y ; I ts  Recognition and Development (1966) and 
Climate for Creativity (1972) edited by Taylor, and 
The Creative College Student; An Unmet Challenge 
(1968) edited by Heist, and others.
3 . Dissertation abstracts which were concerned x-iith en­
hancing creativ ity  in any classroom.
I;. Professional periodicals, such as The Journal of Creative 
Behavior, published since 196$.
After recommended practices for enhancing creativity in any 
classroom were identified  from the review of the literature, th is com­
plete l i s t  of approximately 1,000 recommended practices was recorded 
and identified  by the author in  Chapter III . This l i s t  of recommended 
practices was then reduced in length by retaining only those 39 prac­
tices  found in the professional literature a minimum of three times 
by three authors. After careful consideration, coimarison and analyses, 
a minimum of editing, restating and combining was performed to produce 
specific  recommended practices to be judged by the selected panel of 
exoerts.
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In phase two of the study, the appropriateness of the 39 
recommended practices was judged by the selected panel of nine ex­
perts. Content valid ity  was defined by Kerlinger as the "representa­
tiveness of the content of a measuring instrument and consists 
primarily in judgment" (1961;, p . U59). Each item on the l i s t  of 
recommended practices was placed in  an opinionnaire foimat and 
judged by the selected panel o f nine experts for i t s  appropriateness 
to the property being studied. The l i s t  of recommended practices 
was placed in opinionnaire form and mailed, along with a le tte r  of 
explanation (Appendix A), to each maiber of the panel. The nine 
experts were requested by the researcher to indicate the appropriate­
ness, inappropriateness, or appropriateness with modifications of 
each recommended practice in a college of education classroom. A l i s t  
i-ras developed which indicated agreements to the degree of the following;
Greater than 90%
75 -  90%
50 -  7h%
Less than $0%
After the recommended practices were received from the selected  
panel of experts, responses were analyzed by the researcher. Only
those 30 items which were agreed upon by more than 2/3 majority of
the panel of experts as appropriate for a college of education c lass­
room were included in  a l i s t  of suggestions of practices to be presented 
in opinionnaire form to faculty members and graduate students in the 
College of Education at East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina.
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Phase three of the study involved the gathering of data 
from faculty members and graduate students in the College of Education 
at East Carolina University. A letter  requesting permission to gather 
the necessary data in  the graduate classes was provided for the Dean 
of the College of Education (Appendix C) who presented the request 
to the Board of Trustees at East Carolina University. Upon the 
Board of Trustees’ approval, the executive board of the College of 
Education granted i t s  permission to the researcher. A le tter  of 
e:cplanation m s then sent to each participating faculty member 
(Appendix D).
Opinionnaires containing the 30 practices considered appli­
cable by a majority of the panel of experts to  a college of education 
classroom were administered during the week o f January 17-21, 1977, 
to  a l l  hOO-level graduate classes as scheduled by the College of 
Education. Results were then compiled to  determine th eir  extent of 
agreement.
The Likert Method of Sumraated Ratings identified by Best 
(1970, p . 17U) as a valuable technique for assessing attitudes of 
responses was u tilized  in the opinionnaire. A wei^ted scale was then 
assigned to the follovdng five responses to assist th e . researcher in  
the analysis of responses received from the 20 faculty members and 
the $13 graduate students:
12
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Strongly agree +2
Agree +1
Undecided 0
Disagree -1
Strongly disagree -2
Sub-totals for each of the f iv e  degrees o f agreement were 
obtained from lAiich percentages were derived. The sub-totals for 
strongly agree"and agree were combined to reach a percentage of 
agreement for the participating faculty members and graduate stu­
dents.
A weighted scale as described above was used when determining 
to ta l points for the individual suggestions of practices reacted upon 
by 20 faculty members and ^13 graduate students. Rankings of the 
suggestions of practices for enhancing creativity in a college of 
education classroom were obtained according to the number of points 
that each practice received. The Likert Scale, as discussed by 
Best (1970), ï/as u tilized  in reporting results o f responses.
Phase four included a summary o f findings, analyses of data 
resu lts , and conclusions and recommendations. Careful study and 
coiroarison were given to the responses to  the recommended practices 
received from the panel o f experts and the suggestions or practices 
received from faculty members and graduate students. A table was
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designed to indicate the degree of agreement among the panel of 
e:cperts, faculty members, and graduate students as to the appropriate­
ness of each practice. The follo;dng categories were again u tilized  
to group the degrees of agreement:
Greater than 90%
75 -  90%
50 - lh%
Less than 50^
Sub-totals for each of the five degrees of agreement (strongly 
agree, agree, undecided, disagree, and strongly disagree) were ob­
tained from which percentages were derived. The sub-totals for 
strongly agree and agree were combined to  reach a percentage of 
agreement for the participating panel o f e igertj, faculty members, 
and graduate students.
A l i s t  of suggestions of practices was then developed for 
u tilization  in  a college of education classroom. This developed 
l i s t  of suggestions included those practices agreed upon by more 
than 80  ^ of participating erroerts, faculty members and graduate 
students, and/or those practices which were identified  a substantial 
number of times (above the minimum of three) in the researcher's 
review of the literatu re . Agreement between ercperts and faculty  
members was also greater than 88^ and greater than 78,3 among gradu­
ate students. Ihis developed l i s t  of 22 suggestions of practices 
was designed to  a s s is t  those college of education faculty members who 
desire to enhance creativ ity  in their classrooms.
lit
Organization of the Stud:/-
The report o f  th is  study >rs,s divided into seven chapters.
Chapter I is  corrorised of an introduction, statement of the 
problem, definitions of terms, research questions in  the study, 
assunçitions, lim itations, and general plan and organization o f the 
study.
Chapter I i s  comprised of an introduction, statement of the 
problem, definitions of terms, research questions in  the study, 
assumptions, lim itations, and general plan and organization o f the 
study.
Chapter II i s  devoted to a review of related literature  
published since 1965. Part I consists of an overview of creativity  
while Part II of th is chapter discusses the development and u t i l i ­
zation of the opinionnaires, the use of a panel of experts, and other 
research tools u tilized  in the study. A summary of practices identi­
fied by the researcher through the literature review is  provided.
Chapter III, Part I, provides the complete l i s t  of recommended 
practices derived from a review of literature published since 1965, 
for the enhancement o f creativ ity  in any classroom. Part II of 
th is chapter includes those 39 recommended practices—with a 
verification  statement for inclusion—identified three times by 
three authors. A discussion of the conçlete l i s t  and the l i s t  of 
39 recommended practices is  presented in Part III .
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Chapter IV includes a brief resume of the panel of experts 
selected to respond to the recommended practices for enhancing 
creativ ity  in any classroom and to identify those applicable to 
a college of education classroom. The responses of the panel of 
experts were analyzed to identify the degrees of agreement to 
the recommended practices.
Chapter V contains descriptions of East Carolina University 
and the faculty members' responses to the l i s t  o f  suggestions of 
practices which was administered in the form of an opinionnaire.
An analysis of responses of faculty members identifying degrees 
of agreement to  the suggestions of practices and their applicability  
to a college of education is  presented.
Chapter VI i s  devoted to the description o f graduate stu­
dents' responses to the l i s t  of suggestions o f practices which was 
presented in opinionnaire form. Responses of students were analyzed 
to identify  the degrees of agreement to the suggestions o f practices 
and their applicability to a college of education classroom.
Chapter VII summarizes the findings, analyzes the data 
resu lts, and presents the l i s t  of suggestions of practices developed 
by the researcher to a ssist those professors who desire to enhance 
creativ ity  in a college o f education classroom. Conclusions and 
recommendations for further study are provided.
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CHAPTER n  
Review Of The Literature
This ch u ter , which i s  concerned with practices useful 
in any classroom to enhance creativ ity , w ill  be divided into two 
parts. F irst, an overview or general discussion of creativity  
w ill be included, and; second, the development of opinionnaires 
and other tools o f  research u tiliz ed  in th is study w ill  be 
discussed,
PART I  
Overview of Creativity
One of the most distressing problems in th is decade has 
been that of defining, analyzing, and enhancing creativ ity  at a l l  
levels  of our educational system, particularly at the university  
le v e l. According to Williams, an assumption often made has been 
that teachers and professors understand the details of creativity , 
are sk illfu l in u tiliz in g  appropriate techniques, and are able to 
evaluate the success of th eir  methods (1967, p, 277), Many pro­
fessionals believe, according to Yamamoto, that our educational 
programs, namely our graduate programs, should be analyzed to deter­
mine the creativ ity  and productivity of faculty members and students 
(1967, p, 312),
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Creative thinking has been considered the highest of functions 
perfonned by the human mind and creative production as the highest 
achievement one can attain , according to Jack Getzels (1969, p . 26?); 
nevertheless, i t  was not u n til  19$0 that creativity became a major 
interest to educational research. He stated that creativity was 
not even mentioned in the 19Ü1 edition o f the Encyclopedia of Educa­
tional Research, 3h the category of higher mental processes in  the 
1950 edition, "creative thinking" was included as a b rief subsection 
of one a rtic le  related to higher mental processes, and creativity  
fin a lly  gained the status to  deserve an independent artic le  (p, 26?). 
I t  was noted by J , P, Guilford that only I86 books or artic les had 
been published on the subject of creativ ity  throu^ 1950; in con­
trast, 132 items conceming creativ ity  could be found in the Psy­
chological Abstracts in 1965.
Through a review of the literature since 1965, the researcher 
noted many varied definitions of creativ ity  but no single generally 
agreed-iç)on definition of the term, Getz els (1969) noted that the 
most widely-used definitions could be c la ssified  into three cate­
gories according to the ençhasis the author placed tçcn the product, 
the process, and the subjective experiences, MacKinnon’s definition  
f e l l  into the category of the product—creativity  is  novel and useful. 
He suggested that the "criterion i s  a s ta t is t ic a lly  infrequent re­
sponse or idea that i s  adaptive and sustained to fruitation" (1962, 
p, 267) ,  included in the second category was the definition offered
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by Ghiselin, who thought of creativ ity  as a "process o f  change and 
development in the psychic l i f e  of an individual leading to  in ­
vention" (19^2, p. 267) .  Getzels used the definition provided by 
Maslow to illu s tr a te  the third category— experiences. Maslow 
believed that the "flash of insight" i s  most crucial regardless 
of whether anything tangible resu lts. He stated that the "salient 
issues is  not the ' inspired product’ but the 'inspired moment'"
( 1963, p. 267) .
Williams (I96h) revealed in a study of teacher in-service  
training that elementary school teachers actually had l i t t l e  under­
standing of the meaning of creativity  in education, thus demon­
strating lack o f s k i l l  in identifying and developing creative  
potential in  students. The same s tu ^  was replicated in 1966 by 
Eberle who found that teachers were unable to recognize the most 
creative students. By providing teachers in-service training dis­
cussing the nature of creativ ity  and recognition of creative 
characteristics, teachers developed creativity and creative thinking.
According to Williams, J, P. Guilford's structure of the 
in te llec t stimulated the aim to relate creativity to other mental 
capacities involved in solving problems ( 1967, p, 173) .  Frcm the 
works of Guilford and others, four main characteristics of in te llec ­
tual creativity have been identified  and discussed by VB.Uiams (I967, 
p. 17W7S):
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1. Universality; Teachers think of a l l  students as
possessing creative potential.
2. Diversity: There are different kinds of cre­
ativeness among students,
3. Nature as Process: According to Stein, creativity
requires time, results in something 
novel, and happens in a social con­
text which others accept or refuse 
to accept.
h. Means of Promotion: Originality of responses, ideas,
or products are the result of ex­
tensive knowledge.
Williams discussed three kinds of creativ ity  identified  by 
R. L. Mooney (1966). Creativity actualized by one's society helps 
one in  relating to others. A second kind of creativ ity  resulted  
from interactions that the creator has with oneself and with the 
knowledge one already has. Product actualization, a third kind of 
creativ ity  was concerned with the actual development of the pro­
duct.
TAUiams (1969) discussed Torrance's four steps by which 
students act creatively. The f ir s t  step involved the awareness of 
problems. Formulation of hypotheses which required the student to 
incorporate a divergent thinking method was the second s t ^ .  Fluency, 
f le x ib i l i ty , orig inality , and elaboration are some qualities Torrance 
believed to be necessary for in tellectu a l creative thinking. The
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third step required the students to t e s t ,  r e te s t , and refvise their  
hypotheses. Finally, communicating resu lts to others was an essential 
step i f  creative students were concerned with th eir  talents being 
recognized and u tiliz ed  by society.
In recent years, more studies have been conducted in the 
area of creativity , many of which have been related to teaching for 
creativ ity . Robert A, Goodale (1970) attempted to identify specific  
techniques for teachers who desired to enhance creativ ity  in their  
classrooms by referring to some of the research which has been done 
in th is  area. He suggested that research on creativ ity  indicating 
personality development of the students i s  more important than kinds 
of materials u tilized  to encourage creativ ity . Psychological studies 
revealed a mixture of particular necessary and unnecessary tr a its  in  
creative students as opposed to  non-creative students.
A study by Getzels and Jackson (1962) indicated a wide d if­
ference in goals and actions between students who were highly creative 
and those who were highly in te llig en t. Other researchers have pointed 
out similar resu lts (Harmon, 1963; Taylor, Snith and Ghiselin, 1963); 
however, in other studies (Guilford, 1967; Teiman, 19^W, intelligence  
has been identified  as a necessary conponent.
Many studies concerned with the environment of the schools 
have been reported and discussed by T, Christie (1969). Buckhait 
(1962) studied question-asking behavior of teachers by using a te s t  
requiring teachers to ask divergent thinking. Teachers continued to
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ask a large number of convergent questions, even when they were 
aware of their behavior, but they were unable to a lter  their s ty le s -
In a report by Torrance and Hansen (196^), 90% of teachers' 
questions to junior high social studies students merely requested 
reproduction from information available in their books. VJhen studying 
the behavior of business teachers over five  class sessions during a 
school terra, Torrance and Hansen found that 10% of a high creative 
group of teachers asked divergent questions. Less than of teachers 
classified  in a low creative group asked questions requiring creative 
thinking.
Yamamoto (1963) attempted to illu stra te  that creative teachers 
can provide an environment i^hich encourages creativity and that less  
creative teachers tend to prevent the development of creative students. 
Since his study showed no such resu lts, Christie (1970) suggested that 
there must have been differences in classroom environment which pro­
cedures of testing ignored as irrelevant or insign ificant.
A factor score from Q-sorts of 2h dimensions of teacher be­
havior was derived by Wodtke and Wallen (196$), who were interested  
in noting differences in a warm permissive environment versus a cold 
controlling environment. The only significant effect was that highly 
controlling teachers caused or prevented many highly creative students 
from demonstrating more se lf-in itia ted  verbal behavior.
According to T. Christie (1970), studies have been performed 
which indicated that creative a b il it ie s  as measured by assessment might bo 
enhanced by suitable teaching techniques. Fames and Brunell (196$)
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reviewed forty studies evaluating methods for instructing students to 
improve their s k ills  involving f le x ib ility , fluency, originality , 
sen sitiv ity , and elaboration. Ninety percent of the forty studies 
revealed that the creative production levels of students were in­
creased sign ificantly  by programs emphasizing deliberate creative 
instruction.
Mitchell (1968) reported on the Galeta Union School D istrict 
Creativity Project which was concerned with discovering new methods 
for increasing creative thinking of students in elementary schools. 
This longitudinal study reported the values of the Project held by 
participating teachers. Bnphases were placed içon sk ills  of problem­
solving, communication, sen sitiv ity , and self-evaluation. Judgments 
held by participants were the only results availab le.
Other studies may be reviewed which have been concerned 
with enhancing creativ ity  in a classroom environment. McMullan 
(1976) compared the effectiveness of various methods for enhancing 
creative problem-solving by students working alone. Tallery (1976) 
conducted a stucfy which was intended to identify the effects of 
stimuli upon the performance of creative behaviors. ELanentary 
school children were compared by Ruedi (1975) to learn i f  open edu­
cation enhanced creative potential of students. Pearson (1975) 
studied various aspects of personalities, creativity , and sd .f-  
concepts of teachers as well as their perceptions of an ideal student. 
Relationships among these aspects were studied by Pearson and results
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indicated that teachers who scored high on creative thinking 
a b ilit ie s  tended to be more ingenious, fearful, controlled, and 
submissive.
In other studies. Frost (1976) investigated the effects 
of cooperation and competition on the creativity expressed by 
college students. Scores on f le x ib ility , fluency, and originality  
were found to increase under cooperative conditions. Competition 
was a factor which was unable to overcome the helpful consequences 
of cooperation. Leopold (1973) was concerned with providing people 
Trjith concrete experiences in using materials and media, and to 
provide average teachers and students the opportunity to express 
themselves in different ways. Hiveil (1971) was interested in 
finding a body of tested knowledge for teachers of adults concerned 
with increasing creativity among their students. The relationship 
between teachers' behaviors, and adult-student creativ ity  in art 
classes was examined u tiliz in g  Carl Rogers' theory who stated that 
vihen conditions o f psychological safety and freedom are established 
by teachers, creativity i s  most lik e ly  to appear.
Creativity is  often a result of social a c t iv it ie s . Stein 
pointed out that students are affected by their environment in which 
creativity may be enhanced or inhibited. According to Stanley 
Czurles, "A child i s  highly creative u n til he starts to school.
Then, under traditional procedures, almost a ll  our teaching tends 
to crarç) their imagination" (Osborn, 1956, p. 90). Stein (1975) 
pointed out, however, that change i s  possible and that whatever has
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inhibited students' creativity can be confronted and reversed so 
that meaningful improvements may continue. Accepting this hypothesis 
of Stein's, professors and teachers can and imast provide en'dron- 
nents which enhance a ll pupils to u tilise  their creative a b ilities .
Various techniques for enhancing creative thinking have been 
suggested, most often without any evidence of their success in the 
classroom. Getzels (1969) cited several studies which attempted tc 
provide specific practices for enhancing creativity in the classroom. 
Hearns (19$6) suggested that teachers provide a permissive atmos­
phere which shunned d r ill. The most e;ctensively studied practice 
has been Osborn's brainstorming. Meadows and Barnes experimented 
with problem-solving courses in colleges to demonstrate that practice 
in brainstorming concludes to creative problem solving. Taylor 
(19^8) and others have found opposing results to brainstorming effects.
Educational research in creativity was a relatively new field  
for researchers to study, according tc Getzels (1969). There appear 
to have been almost as many viewpoints on creativi-iy as tnere have 
been studies. VJork on the enhancement of creativity in the field  
of education has just begun within the present decade vith few 
replications of studies having been conducted.
î&ny problems have been developed to stimulate creativity in 
classrooms. Treffinger and Gowan have compiled a l i s t  of methods and 
educational programs to which teachers, researchers, and other in ­
terested people may refer when studying the ava ilab ility  of resources.
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Included in  the l i s t  are classroom teaching and creativ ity , cre­
ative instructions, thinking creatively, and other programs.
Goodale (1970) compiled various methods for encouraging 
creativ ity  in the classroom. He suggested that teachers examine 
their personalities to observe any characteristics which may in­
h ib it development of creativ ity  within their students. Praise, 
feedback, and rewards were considered important influences for 
teachers to u t iliz e .
Strategies suggested by >BLlliams (1968) were included in 
Goodale's discussion. These included the following: teaching by
paradox: teaching by analogy; using examples of scarcity; making 
guesses; studying creative people; and other methods.
According to Torrance (1967), creativ ity  does not happen 
in  a vacuum; therefore, efforts must be made to enhance creativ ity  
in the classroom. There i s  no one technique for enhancing creativity; 
therefore, methods of teaching, theories for learning, and charac­
te r is t ic s  of knowledge must be seriously examined. I'fecKinnon sug­
gested that procedures and programs be tailored to meet each student's 
sp ecific  needs or possibly for each different type of student; yet, 
the researcher's review o f the literature failed to identify  clear 
and specific exançles of teaching behaviors which may influence the 
creativ ity  of college students.
Torrance stated that enough has been known about factors 
affecting creative growth since Socrates who saw the importance of 
asking provocative questions, and Plato who believed in  amusing the
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mind in order to more accurately discover the ''peculiar bent of 
the genius of each." Nevertheless, there is  a need to «’•■Terrine 
practices used in the classroom which may enhance or inhibit 
creativity and determine those practices which have the most 
favorable influence upon students.
I-lacKinnon reported that many educators have refused to 
test theories and practices due to the complexities with the un­
certainties of neat research design and the obtaining of clear 
conclusions (1968). Such a study is  imperative, however, i f  re­
searchers desire to assist those professors and teachers vino are 
interested in  enhancing creativity in the classrooms and uo im­
prove the quality of teaching at the university level.
Providing effective teaching models should be a major 
priority of colleges and universities that are serious about en­
hancing creativity in a l l  students. In a research project led by 
Heist and Wilson (1968), students criticised professors for assigning 
too many papers, drill-work assignments, and cruel corr.petition for 
grades. Hore criticism was placed by the students upon the inade­
quate functioning of the system than on the structure of the in ­
structional procedures. Ilajor concern of the students dealt with 
the behaviors or lack of behaviors demonstrated by professors both 
in and out of the classroom. Parnes (1967) suggested that education 
can do much to assist students in achieving what Ifeslow referred to 
as "self-actualization" regardless of students' inherented a b ilities . 
He believed that "many people possess the seeds of creativeness,
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but the environment fa i ls  to provide the proper nourishment for 
grovrth. Therefore, these persons never fu lly  live ."  With the 
combined efforts of college faculty and students, an agreement 
upon valid environmental practices may be developed which may 
greatly affect the creative endeavors of the American society.
A careful and extensive examination of the literature re­
viewed in Parts I and II  of th is  chapter and the following chapter 
furnished the foundation for the development of suggestions of 
practices fundamental to th is  study. As the professional lite r a ­
ture was reviewed, there was a thorough search for statements >âth 
implications for recommended practices to enhance creativity  in 
the classroom.
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PART II 
Development of Instruments
An information form frequently u tilized  to measure attitudes 
or opinions of respondents is  considered an opinionnaire. Best 
(1970) indicated that researchers must depend upon what the re­
spondents say are their b e lie fs , which is  in  the area of opinion.
By involving students through an expression of th eir  reactions to 
sp ecific  statements, the researcher can infer that their responses 
are indicators of their true attitudes.
Limitations may be identified with opinionnaires as is  
possible with other tools of research. Respondents may tend to  
hide th eir real b e lie fs  to  express opinions accepted by their so­
ciety . Best pointed out that the respondents' desire to be 
approved socia lly  causes many attitudes to be unrelated to their  
actual b e lie fs , (he method often u tilized , according to Best, re­
quires the respondents to indicate their degree of agreement or 
disagreement with statements about a particular subject in question.
A method found valuable for assessing attitudes of re­
sponses is  the lik ert Method of Summated Ratings. Best suggested 
th is method to researchers as a suitable too l obtaining opinions of 
respondents. Steps for constructing a Likert-style scale include the 
gathering of data about a particular subject, without regard to th eir  
correctness, i f  they were substantiated by a satisfactory number of
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authors. Statements should then he administered to a number of 
subjects—a panel of experts in th is study. Only those items which 
are substantially agreed upon should be retained in  order to eliminate 
ambiguous or different statements.
One technique for analyzing the opinion scale, according to 
Best, i s  to indicate percentage responses for each item included in 
the opinionnaire. For th is kind of analysis, Best suggested the 
u tiliza tio n  of the following responses; strongly agree, agree, un­
decided, disagree, and strongly disagree. To report percentage 
responses, the two outside categories must be combined: strongly
agree and agree; disagree and strongly disagree.
Best indicated that the Likert scaling method must assign a 
scale value to each of the fiv e  responses; thus the instrument pro­
vided a to ta l score for each respondent. The researcher, therefore, 
decided to u t il iz e  the following values to analyze responses from 
the panel of experts, faculty members, and graduate students:
SCALE VALUE
Strongly agree +2
Agree +1
Undecided 0
Disagree -1
Strongly disagree -2
As pointed out by Best, there i s  no basis for b e lie f that 
the f iv e  positions on a Likert-type scale are spaced equally or that
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the items are of equal value in  agree—or disagree—terms. Re­
spondents may tend to answer according to what they think are the 
best b eliefs  instead of what they actually believe are best. Never­
theless, the method of opinionnaires has advantages and is  a useful 
technique in social research. For th is reason, the researcher 
selected th is method as a useful one for th is study*
Kerlinger (1973) indicated content validation of question­
naires and opinionnaires consists essen tia lly  in judgment. Items 
must be studied and weighed for their considered representativeness 
of the universal frame; therefore, items might be judged for their 
relevance to the property the researcher intends to measure. A 
satisfactory procedure may be the selection  of a panel of experts 
in the f ie ld  being studied who judge the content of the itans in ­
cluded in the opinionnaire. Judges must be provided with precise 
directions for making judgments and specifications of what they 
are to judge. A method for pooling the individual judgments of 
the experts could then be u tilized .
The mail opinionnaire, the type of survey used with the 
panel of experts, has been a popular method used by educators. 
Kerlinger suggested that if  the opinionnaire were to be considered 
useful, every effort must be made to obtain returns of at least 80 
to 90% or more. If returns were high, valid generalizations can 
be made. FanDalen (1966) suggested that mail opinionnaires reach 
the respondents promptly at l i t t l e  expense to the researcher. This
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method was utilized in th is study to obtain degrees of agreement or 
disagreement from a selected panel of experts with 100  ^ participation.
A restricted or closed form was utilized in this study. Van- 
Dalen (1966) indicated that a closed form assists respondents in 
keeping their minds affixed to the subject and promote tabulation 
and analyses of data.
The ordinal scale which was used by the researcher ordered 
the values on the scale from highest to lowest. The categories of 
the ordinal scale, according to Lindencn, are arranged in order 
according to significance of the characteristic that each item 
represents. Such a scale i s  appropriate when the researcher is 
able to express a characteristic quantitatively but unable to de­
fine the units of measurement >jhich arc equal at a l l  points on the 
ordinal scale. Best (1970) pointed out that when two or more items 
receive the same score x-âthin the ordinal scale, each item is  assigned 
the mean rank position of the t ie  scores.
A froquently-used method to describe scores in  relation to  
the position of items within an ordinal scale is  the percentile.
Best (1970) defined the percentile as the point in the arrange­
ment below which a particular percentage of scores f a l l .  Some 
percentiles xihich are especially important are called quartiles 
and deciles, both of xAiich are appropriate terms to be utilized  by 
the researcher in this study*
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CmPTER III
l i s t s  Of Recommended P r a c t ic e s  
For E nhancing C r e a t iv i ty
This chapter which i s  devoted to the identification  of 
recommended practices for enhsuicing creativity in  a college of edu­
cation classroom, w il l  be divided into three parts. F irst, the 
corplete l i s t  'of recommended practices as identified by the researcher 
in a review of litaratnre w il l  be provided; second, only those prac­
tic e s  identified by the researcher as suggestions for enhancing 
creativ ity  in any classroom by three or more authors w ill  be pre­
sented, and; third, the corplete l i s t  of approximately 1000 recommended 
practices and the l i s t  of 39 recommended practices w ill  be discussed,
PiffiT I
Complete L ist of Recommended Practices
As literature concerned with creativity was reviewed by the 
researcher, an extensive l i s t  of recommended practices was identified  
as being helpful for teachers desiring to enhance creativity  in their  
classroom. The complete l i s t  of recommended practices for enhancing 
creativity in any classroom are identified  according to authors as 
follows:
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Abelson, Philip H.
1. Sharpen judgment through group interaction (1972, 
p. 198) .
2. Help students develop self-control (1972, p. 198).
3. Help students desire the accomplishment of common goals 
(1972, p . 199) .
h. Receive new ideas enthusiastically (1972, p. 202).
Adams, James F.
1. Use the discovery method (1976, p. 282).
2. De-anphasize groiç participation with confonning de­
mands (1976, p. 281) .
3. Ehcourage students to build a memory store (1976, p. 281).
h. Allow studoits to work out their own interests (1976, p. 282). 
Alamshah, William H.
1. Motivate for creativity (1967, p. 306).
2. Provide openness (1967, p. 310).
3. Provide an atmosphere of competence (1967, p. 313).
Ashner, Mary Jane, & McGuire, Carson
1. Work ju st th is side of frustration where a l l  of the stu­
dents' a b ilit ie s  are required (196$, p. 191).
2. Provide freedom for students (196$, p. 192).
3. Teach discipline and self-control, but use flex ib ly
( 196$, p. 193).
L. Identify and stress aesthetic values (196$, p. 193).
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Boos, Robert
1. Encourage self-education (1971, p. 276).
2. Ehcourage students to work to the lim it of their powers 
(1971, p. 276).
3. Demonstrate competence (1971, p. 276). 
li. Demonstrate integrity (1971, p. 276).
9. Demonstrate authenticity (1971, p. 276).
6. Ehphasize discovery techniques (1971, p. 277).
7. Nurture an appetite for the unknown (1971, p. 277).
8. Provide a comfortable and enjoyable climate (1971, p . 277).
9. Ehcourage originality  (1971, p. 277).
10. Provide a future-oriented climate (1971, p. 277).
11. Provide multiple approaches to problem solving (1971, 
p. 277).
12. Provide student-centered environment (1971, p. 277).
13. Provide activity-centered environment (1971, p. 277).
Ili. Provide future-centered environment (1971, p. 277).
19. Ehphasize self-actualization and self-realization  (1971, 
p. 277).
16 . Provide freedom for students (1971, p. 278).
17. Allow students to err without recrimination (1971, p. 278).
18. Respect the worth of a l l  students (1971, p. 279).
19. Develop a democratic climate (1971, p. 280).
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Brcfwn, George I .
1. Allow for change (1970, p. 210).
2. Shcourage spontaneity (1970, p. 213) .
3. Use questions to promote symbolic analogy (1970, p. 213). 
L. Ehcourage more awareness of rea lity  (1970, p . 21$).
Brown, J. Douglas
1. Develop an inquiring mind (1972, p. 165).
2. Maintain a climate of academic freedom (1972, p. 168).
3. Provide for freedom of mind and sp ir it (1972, p. 170). 
Brubaker, Dale L.
1. Be an example of a creative person (1968, p. 207).
Bruch, Catherine
1. Motivate for creativity  (1967, p. 2$li).
2. Allow freedom to explore ideas (196?, p. 2$h).
3. Provide brainstoming a c tiv it ie s  (1967, p. 2$li). 
li. Ask divergent-thinking questions (1967, p. 2$li).
5. Use discovery methods (1967, p. 2$L).
6. Use inquiry methods (1967, p. 2$li).
7. Use logic methods (1967, p. 2$ü).
8. Use problem-solving methods (1967, p. 2$L).
9. Allow time for the development of students (1967, p . 2$6).
10. Value evaluation without making fin a l judgments (1967, 
p. 2$6).
11. Allow students to participate in their own interests
( 1967, p. 256).
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12, Use inventive thinking (1972, p. 71).
13. Free the students from evaluation (1972, p. 71).
111. Guide and truly  care about students (1972, p. 72).
1$. Maintain an honest atmosphere (1972, p. 72).
16. Provide a lenient atmosphere (1972, p. 72).
Brunswick, Joan M,
1. Ehcourage learning to derive fhom in terests, motiva­
tio n s, and curiosity o f students (1971, p . 200).
2. Maintain f le x ib ility  in  content, methods, and materials 
(1971, p. 200).
Burdin, Joel L., & McAulay, John D.
1. Create an open environment (1971, p. 92).
2. Ehcourage students to ask questions (1971, p; 92).
3. Ehcourage students to go beyond superficial con­
clusions (1971, p. 92).
ii. Arouse students' curiosity (1971, p. 2liii),
5. Ehcourage exploration (1971, p. 269).
6. Involve students in  planning (1971, p . 269).
7. Involve students in  decision-making a c tiv it ie s  (1971, 
p. 269).
8. Maintain f le x ib il ity  (1971, p. 269).
9. Ehcourage self-d irection  (1971, p . 266).
10. Use frustration as away to solve problems (1971, p . 266).
11. Involve brainstoming sessions (1971, p. 267).
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12. Respect a l l  questions and ideas (1971, p . 268),
13. Encourage in itia tiv e  of students (1971, p. 268),
111. Encourage exploration and curiosity (l971, p. 269). 
l9 . Provide tr ia l and error experiences (1971, p. 269).
Chickering, Arthur W,
1. Provide creative problem-solving situations (1971, p. Ii9).
2. Use a more participative approach (1971, p. 53).
3. Involve students in decisions, purposes, and actions 
(1971, p. 5ii).
Chomess, Maury H.
1. Provide a climate in which external evaluation i s  
absent (1966, p. 296).
2. Provide psychological freedom (1966, p . 296);
3. Understand students enpathetically (1966, p. 296).
li. Accept students as having unconditional worth (1966, p. 296), 
Christie, T.
1. Provide a responsive atmosphere (1970, p . 27).
Clark, B ill  M., & Ramsey, Marl E.
1. Provide for small-group participation (1973, p. 65).
2. Involve students in developing educational goals (1973,
p. 65).
3 . Coordinate learning rather than dispensing knowledge 
(1973, p. 65).
li. Discuss more unknowns than knowns (1973, p. 67).
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5. Share students’ opinions and feelings (1973, p. 6?).
6. Arrange classrooms to maximize opportunities for students 
to  see, hear, and participate (1973, p. 69) .
7 . Develop the concept of shared leadership (1973, p. 69) .
8. Practice suspended judgment (1973, p. 70).
Clawson, Robert
1. Develop a motivation for creativ ity  (1970, p. 7 ).
2. Provide a free-wheeling environment (1970, p. 88).
3. Strive for a quantity of tasks (1970, p. 89) .
L. Provide a permissive atmosphere in which new ideas are 
encouraged (1970, p. 7).
$. Encourage potentially  good ideas (1970, p . 88).
Cohen, Steward
1. Encourage fluency (I97li, p. 17h).
2. Qicourage orig inality  (I97it, p. 17W.
3. Provide for discovery (197Ü, p. 17h).
U. Provide for ei^erimentation (I97h, p. 17W.
5. Encourage exploration (l97li, p. 17li).
6. De-emphasize evaluation in learning (I97h, p. 176).
7 . Be open to  new ideas (197Ü, p. 176).
8. Accept students as wortty (197Ü, p. 176),
9. Accept students’ l^ oth eses (I97li, p. 176).
10. Emphasize a student-oriented philosophy (197U, p. 176).
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Cottle, Thomas J.
1. Be on the same side as students so that goals may be 
attained (1970, p, 26) .
Covington, Martin V.
1. Teach students how to use freedom to create (1968, 
p. 23).
2. Ehcourage students to work with complex tasks (1968, 
p. 21.).
3. Guide students in creative tasks (1966, p. 2li).
It. Work flex ib ly  (1968, p. 2li).
5. Encourage imaginative work (1968, p. 21:).
6. Qnphasize innovation and expression (1968, p. 23).
7. State problems in unbiased ways (1968, p. 23).
8. Use fam iliar metaphors and sim ilies (1968, p. 23).
9. Encourage self-d irection  (1968, p. 29).
10. Ehcourage self-determination (1968, p. 29).
11. Use computers to guide students through an individualized 
sequence of learning (1968, p. 29).
Crutchfield, Richard S.
1. Individualize in strv tio n  (1967, p. 196).
2. Ehcourage open mindedness (1967, p. 196).
3. Reinforce diversity of responses (1967, p. 199).
It. Reinforce uniqueness of responses (1967, p. 199).
3. Qnphasize curiosity (1967, p. 201).
6. Emphasize intuitiveness (1967, p. 201).
ItO
7. Bnphasize deferred judgments (1967, p. 201).
8. Enhance readiness for fluency of ideas (1967, p. 198).
Da’f is , Gary
1. Include "brainstorming activ ities (1969, p. 98).
2. Include attribute lis t in g  activ ities (1969, p. 98).
3 . Include morphological synthesis (1969, p . 98).
h. Include synectic approaches (1969, p. 99).
DeBono, Edward
1. Use la tera l thinking to explore and encourage ideas 
(1971, p. 8 ).
2. Search for alternate ways of studying things (1971, p. Ii8).
3 . Shift attention to other areas to enlarge context of pro­
blems (1971, p. I18) .
ii. Shift entry points to problems (1971, p. 18).
9 . Be le s s  r ig id  during vertical thinking (1971, p. S i) .
6. Provide provocative techniques in order to introduce 
discontinuity (1971, p. Si).
7 . Consider crucial factors which are practically  insign ificant
( 1971, p. Sii).
8. U tilize  lim iting conditions or boundaries that students may 
look in  toward the problem or outward a t boundaries to con­
sider what they rea lly  are (1971, p. S6).
9. Provide either/or situations to  remove in f le x ib ility
(1971, p. SS).
Li
10. Use "cross-fertilization" techniques (1971, p. 102).
11. Use analogies to generate ideas (1971, p. 10^).
12. Prcadde brainstorming a c tiv itie s  (1971, p. 115).
13. Maintain open-endedness (1971, p. l81i).
111. Qicourage opei-ended ambiguity (1971, p . 167).
15. Maintain a balance between freedom and control (1971, 
p. I8I1) .
16. Bring about distortions by starting with change (1971, 
p. 177).
17. Look at things in  different ways (1971, p. 171).
18. Use group practice sessions (1971, p. 159).
19. Use methods introducing discontinuity (1971, p. 1^7).
Derews, Elizabeth, & McGuire, Carson
1. Teach verbal interaction deliberately (1969, p. 176).
2. Help students develop thinking sk ills  so they can move 
more easily  toward self-actualization (1969, p. 176).
3. Be an excellent example (1969, p. 176).
li. Use other models through film s, tapes, books (1965, p. 176).
9. Help students see the wide range of p o ss ib ilit ie s  (1969, 
p. 177).
6. I llu stra te  how others see reorganization or invent 
the future (1969, p. 177).
7. Ihcoiporate moral integrity and courage into materials 
(1969, p. 177).
Il2
8. Help students value nonverbal learning (1965, p. 178).
9. Use sensory stimulation (1965, p. 178).
10. Encourage in tu itive methods for learning (1965, p. 178), 
DeRoche, Edward
1. Demonstrate respect for  students and their ideas (1968, 
p. 239).
2. Provide problem-solving practices (1972, p. 13li).
3. Ehcourage sen sitiv ity  to problems (1972, p. 13W.
U. Emphasize ideation (1972, p. 13li).
5. Demonstrate respect for students (1972, p. I3it).
6. Encourage brainstoiming a c tiv it ie s  (1972, p. 13U).
7. Foster self-actualization  (1972, p. 13L).
8. Encourage effective human relations (1972, p. 13W.
9. Provide openness for change (1972, p . I3li).
10. Respect novel ideas (1972, p. 131:).
11. Encourage students to positive  self-concepts (1972, p. 131:). 
Devito, Alfred
1. Provide more f le x ib il ity  in programs (1971, p. 211).
2. Develop ways to prime the idea mechanism (1971, p. 212),
3. Discipline the mind for creative production (1971, p. 215). 
1:. Promote free wheeling (1971, p. 217).
5. Develop provocative situations (1971, p. 230),
6. Establish atmosphere where creative a c tiv it ie s  are 
necessary (1971, p. 230).
7. Develop divergent and convergent thinking (1971, p. 231).
1:3
8. Ehcourage self-expression from students (1971, p. 2hh).
9. Analyze problems by sub-dividing segments (1971, p. 239).
10. Organize reca ll content into creative a c tiv itie s  (1971,
p. 2Ü2).
Edwards, M. 0.
1. Ehcourage students to practice deferred judgments (i960, 
p. 3li).
2. Provide a c tiv it ie s  for attribute lis t in g  (1968, p. 3L).
3. Provide a c tiv it ie s  for practicing synectics (1968, p. 3W. 
L Provide a c tiv it ie s  for practicing morphological analysis
(1968, p. 3li).
5. Provide a c tiv it ie s  for practicing problem-solving (1968, 
p. 3ii).
6. Maintain a secure environment in which a l l  ideas are 
welcome (1968, p. 3W.
7. Ehphasize the importance of trying net; approaches (1968, 
p. 3lx).
8. Work on things interesting to the students (1968, p. 3li).
9. Ehcourage "cross-fertilization" of ideas in order that stu­
dents may teach and learn from each other (1968, p. 3h).
10. Encourage students to be open to various stimuli (1968, 
p. 3li).
11. Work problems of progressively greater d ifficu lty  (1968, 
p. 31).
12. Develop openness (1968, p. 3h).
hh
13. Provide mind-stretching exercises which w ill develop 
attitudes of innovations (1968, p. 3lt).
Elkind, David
1. Provide problem-solving a c tiv itie s  (197U, p. 100), 
Feldhusen, John P ., Bahkke, Susan J . , & Treffinger, Donald J.
1, Qicourage students to generate original ideas (1970, p. hB). 
Flanagan, John C,
1. Use beginning tasks requiring specific behaviors and move 
through psychological analysis in order that others may 
review processes, inferences, and hypotheses (1966, P* 93). 
Georgiades, William, & Michael, Joan B.
1. Provide freedom to experiment (1968, p. l6L).
2. Keep class s ize  between ten and 111 (1968, p. 169) .
3 . Provide team teaching with large groups (1968, p. I69) .
Gibb, Jack R.
1. Share ideas with others for stimulation (1972, p. 26).
2. Maintain emotional climate with high trust and low fear
(1972, p. 28).
3 . Maintain spontaneity (1972, p. 28).
li. Provide open-strategy and planning (1972, p. 28).
Classer, liBLlliam
1. Allow students to discover important infoimation on their
own (1969, p. 206) .
Gleason, Ralph J.
1. Provide opportunities and tools to help students explore 
their own creativ ity  (1968, p. 8).
2. Welcome original and unexpected responses in the college  
classroom (1968, p. 11).
3. Be aware and tolerant of students who are imaginative and 
innovative (1968, p. 11).
U. Provide an atmosphere which permits students to refuse to
accept the tested  as their goal and to go beyond the tested
(1968, p . , 13).
Goodale, Robert
1. Reifard creative responses (1970, p. 96),
2. Teach by paradox (1970, p. 96).
3. Use open-ended questions (1970, p. 98).
Gowan, John Curtis
1. Ehphasize ideational fluency (1967, p. 79) (a).
2. Ehphasize expressional fluency (1967, p. 79) (a).
3 . Ehphasize orig in ality  (1967, p. 79) (a ).
k .  R e je c t  unusual questions (1967, p. 80) (a).
5. Respect students* values (1967, p. 81) (a).
6. Provide non-evaluative practices (1968, p. 8 l) (a ).
7 . Combine evaluation with cause and consequences (1967, 
p. 81) (a).
8. Ehphasize non-conformity (1967, p. 8 l) (a).
9. Provide learning involving cause-effect relationships 
(1967, p. 82) (a ).
Ii6
10. Sicourage discrimination betifeen s e lf  and others 
(1967, p. 82) (a).
11. Provide integration of learning (1967, p. 82) (a).
12. Encourage discrimination between rea lity  and fantasy 
(1967, p. 82) (a).
13. Sicourage discrimination between concrete and the sym­
bolic ( 1967, p. 82) (a).
III. Encourage discrimination between ideal s e lf  and real s e l f
(1967, p. 82) (a).
15. Encourage discrimination between means and ends (1967, 
p. 82) (a).
16. Help students value things (1967, p. 221) (a).
17. Help students direct aggressiveness into constructive 
channels (1967, p. 222) (a).
18. Sicourage discrimination between subjective and objective
( 1967, p. 82) (a ).
19. Provide integration of learning (1967, p. 82) (a).
Groch, Judith
1. Excite students' curiosity ( 1969, p. 309).
2. Be a model to be surpassed (1969, p. 309).
3. Achieve balance between freedom and content (1969, p. 312). 
U. Cultivate diversity (1969, p. 318).
G u ilfo r d , J ,  P .
1. Provide opportunities for elaboration (1967, p . 112).
2. Provide opportunities for brainstorming (1967, p. 113).
hi
3. Recognize the complete range of in tellectu a l quali­
t ie s  (1967, p. 122). 
h. Provide opportunities for suspended judgment (1969, p. 113).
5. Expose students to appropriate examples in order for them 
to discover principles for themselves (1967, p. 122). 
Guilford, J. P ., & Tenopyr, Mary
1. Develop basic a b ilit ie s  (1968, p. 35).
2. Emphasize understanding (1968, p. 35).
3. Sicourage students to be in it ia tiv e  in their discoveries 
and explanations (1968, p. 38).
L. Give tests  of short completion questions that require 
some transfer reca ll (1968, p. 39).
5. U tilize  small groups for discussing problems (1968, p. 39).
6. Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  (1968, p. hli).
7. Provide appropriate motivation (1968, p. liii),
8. Use programmed instructional techniques (1968, p. hli).
9. Provide attribute lis t in g  a c tiv it ie s  (1968, p. hh).
Hallman, Ralph J.
1. Remove pressures to conform (1967, p. 325).
2. Qicourage self-d irection  and self-respon sib ility  (1967, 
p. 325).
3 . Sicourage se lf-in itia ted  learning (1967, p. 328).
h. Set iqi nonauthoritarian learning environments (1967, p. 327).
5. Sicourage students to over-leam (1967, p. 328).
U8
6, Stimulate students to find new connections among data
(1967, p. 328).
7 . Ehcourage imagination (1967, p. 328).
8, Ehcourage students to take in tellectu al risks (1967, p. 328).
9. Ehcourage students to express ideas that sean ridicu­
lous (1967, p. 328) .
10, Defer .iudgmoits (1967, p. 328),
11, Minimize the importance of error (1967, p. 328).
12, Ehcourage students to probe for structural and spatial 
relationships among things (1967, p. 328).
13, Maintain f le x ib ility  (1967, p. 328).
Ili. Ehcourage various approaches to problans (1967, p. 328).
15. Ask open-ended questions (1967, p. 329).
16. Help students cope in frustration and failure (1967, p. 330).
17. Ehphasize to ta l structures rather than additive elements 
(1967, p, 330).
18. Ehcourage students to consider problems as wholes (1967, 
p. 329),
19. Ask questions which encourage exploration (1967, p. 329). 
Harris, L. Dale
1, Stimulate imagination of students (1971, p. 60) ,
2, Sicourage students to believe th^r are sometimes capable 
of doing the impossible (1971, p. 60) ,
3, Use problem-solving techniques (1971, p. 6I).
h. Provide problems giving insufficient data for solutions 
(1971, p. 63).
h9
5. Livolve students in evaluation (1971, p. 63).
6. Eliminate traditional competition for grades (1971, p. 65),
7. Encourage cooperation among students (1971, p. 65).
8. Develop a qualifying system in which students qualify for
problem solutions (1971, p. 65).
9. A ssist students in comprehending content (1971, p. 63).
Hausman, Jerome J.
1. Accept students as being creative (1968, p. 223).
2. Relate inventions of one person to what others are doing 
(1968, p. 223).
3. Sicourage feedback (1968, p. 22h).
li. Sicourage invention (1968, p. 22U).
5. Sicourage intuition (1968, p. 22U).
6. Sicourage use of visual judgments (1968, p. 22li).
H e i s t ,  P a u l ,  & W ilso n , R o b er t
1. Design the course work in a manner which w ill promote the 
growth of a wholesome skepticism (1968, p . 199).
2. Provide each individual with different experiences which 
w ill a s s is t  him or her in grasping the more complicated 
and demanding aspects of course objectives (1968, p. 201).
3. If and when possible, involve some of the students in  
aspects or phases o f the instructor's own research to in­
volve them in the excitement of research and real sc ien tific  
problem (1968, p. 202).
$0
li. Stress the importance of personalization (1968, p. 19li). 
Provide r ea lis t ic  goals ( 1968, p. 197),
6. Promote more active involvanent of studaits in planning
and carrying out their own learning experiences ( 1968, p. 197).
7. Understand students’ characteristics and general moti­
vation (1968, p. 198) ,
8. Promote the growth of wholesome skepticism ( 1968, p. 199).
9. Provide for f le x ib i l i ty  ( 1968, p. 199).
10. Provide a degree of freedom (1968, p. 199).
11. Provide a laboratory situation (1968, p. 202).
12. Provide observations of teacher-scholar in the process of 
thinking through solutions to problems (1968, p. 202).
Hewett, Stanley
1. Ehphasize problem-solving a c tiv itie s  (1970, p. 8 ).
Hophan, Irene, & Peters, Mary M.
1. Provide freedom to explore (1968, p. 289).
2. Refrain from criticism  (I968, p. 289).
3. Help students choose appropriate solutions to problems
( 1968, p. 293).
Hoskin, Barbara, & Swick, Kevin
1. Provide a le ss  authoritarian environment (1973, p. 5Ui).
2. Encourage curiosity (1973, p. SLL).
3. Ehcourage independent thinking (1973, p. S W .
h. Ehcourage independent judgment (1973, p. 5Ui).
5. Ehcourage a w illingness to take risks (1973, p. 5Wi).
J a cco b y , Jacob
1. Understand students erapathetically (1968, p. 2^2).
Jackson, Susan
1. Provide nonevaluative a c tiv it ie s  (1973, p. $ 6 l) .
2. Ehcourage elaboration (1973, p. SS9).
I&ieller, George F,
1. De-emphasize reliance on textbooks (1965, p. 76).
2. U tilize  tutorial systan rather than lectures (1965, p. 76).
3. Ehcourage orig inality  (1965, p. 78). 
li. Ehhance fluency (1965, p. 79).
5. Ehçhasize freedom of the mind (1965, p. 79).
6. Develop appreciation of novelty (1965, p. 79).
7. Ehphasize spontaneous expression (1965, p. 8 l) .
8. Ehcourage se lf-in itia ted  learning (1965, p. 85).
9. Be sensitive to problems (1965, p. 81i).
10. Constantly probe and unsettle students* minds (1965, 
p. 81i).
11. Provide opportunities for students to  be unsupervised 
(1965, p. 85).
12. Cultivate the students' senses (1965, p. 85).
13. Help students gain knowledge of their own personhood 
(1965, p. 85).
Ili. A ssist students in gaining fa ith  in their thoughts and 
ideas (1965, p. 90).
l5 . Ehcourage students to respond to l i f e  in a l l  i t s  aspects 
(1965, p. 92).
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16. Ehcourage an awareness of various ways to approach, 
knov7, and ejçerience the world (196S, p. 92).
17. Be a part of students* attitudes toward l i f e  (196^, p. 9h).
18. Develop techniques of insight-hunting by studaits (1969, 
p. 97).
19. Meet with studaits as individuals (1969, p . 98).
20. Express to students the paradox of l i f e  (1969, p. 98). 
LaBelle, Beverly M,
1. Provide problem-solving situations (l97li, p. 98).
2. Provide a c tiv itie s  allowing peer-teaching (197li, p. 98).
Lazar, Ruth S.
1. Be sensitive to students' problems (1972, p. 9W.
2. Challenge l i f e  with novel ideas (1972, p. 9li).
3 . Use brainstoiiaing a c tiv it ie s  (1972, p. 99).
li. Use attrib ute-listin g  techniques (1972, p. 99).
9. Use checklists to force more ideas (1972, p. 9 ^ .
6, Produce a quantity of solutions (1972, p. 99).
7. Ehcourage a diversity of solutions (1972, p . 99).
6. Ehcourage quantity of ideas to breed quality (1972, p. 99).
9. Welcome free whrzling from students (1972, p. 99).
10. Use groip problem-solving projects with students (1972,
p. 96) .
11. Free students to revise their knowledge (1972, p. 96) .
12. Free students to explore the unknown (1972, p. 96).
13. Free students to make speculations (1972, p . 96) .
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MacKinnon, Donald W.
1. Promote an environment which i s  "hep" to today's 
world (1968, p. 155),
2. De-emphasize participation within groups which require 
conformity (I968, p.
3 . Provide opportunities for more advanced students to 
be involved with their own interests (1968, p. ^Sh)•
ii. Provide effective and diverse models who are creative 
individuals ( 1968, p. 1$ ^ .
5. Offer an appreciation and concern for theoretical ways 
of thinking (1968, p. l9^).
6. Encourage students to identify problems and design 
their own research procedures (1968, p. 1$6).-
7. Show an ^preciation for aesthetic thinking ( 1968, p . 155).
8. Demonstrate concern for the transfer of training from one 
subject to another (1968, p. 159) .
9. Use analogies, sim ilies, and metaphors (1968, p. 159).
10. aigage in imaginative play (1968, p. l59).
11. Refrain from accepting facts in  order to comprehend 
them in some larger context (1968, p. 159).
12. Strive to reach a deeper understanding inherent in  
ideas (1968, p . 163).
13. Allow the more able students autonomy and reward behavior 
which may disturb the harmony o f the classroom (1965, p. 16Ü),
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Ill, Provide time for students to work out their own interests 
(1965, p. 165).
15 , De-enphasize participation in groiçs which demand con­
formity (1965, p. 165).
16, Flexibly u t il iz e  se lf-d isc ip lin e  and control (1965, p. 166) .
17, A ssist the students in  their openness to p o ss ib ilit ie s  
of careers (1965, p. 170),
18, Remove pressures which cause students to prematurely 
solve their identity  problems (1965, p, 170),
19, Qnphasize the imagination among students (1965, p. 170).
20, Provide the students with a model which they can identify
(1965, p. 170) ,
21, A ssist students as they explore a diversity of ideas 
u n til the appropriate one is  identified  (1965, p. 171),
22, Encourage students to seek de^er meaning and impli­
cations ( 1966, p, 197) ,
23, Grant the students more autonomy ( 1966, p. 198).
2h. Train students in  c r it ic a l judgments (1967, p. 235),
25, Encourage students to be open minded (1967, p. 235).
26, Frequently discuss fantastic ideas (1967, p, 235),
27, Set goals at a le v e l which w ill  challenge students
(1967, p , 235).
28, A ssist students in  overcoming obstacles (1967, p. 235).
29, Require the students to complete research projects, tern
papers, e tc , (1967, p . 235).
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Mars, David
1, Restructure the reward systems (1971, p. 2?U).
2, Maintain a le ss  rig id  classroom (1971, p. 27ü).
3, Demonstrate a b e lie f in creativ ity  (1971, p. 27li). 
Massialas, Bryon G,, & Zevin, Jack
1. Move from the easy to the more d if f ic u lt  ( 1967, p. I6) .
2. Make divergent thinking legitim ate (1967, p. 16).
3. Free students from the threat o f evaluation (1967, p. 16) .
li. Capitalize on students' in terests (1967, p. 22).
5 . Serve as a model (1967, p . 22).
6. Encourage self-concepts (1967, p . 22).
7. Capitalize on competition (1967, p. 22).
8. Snphasize inquiry (1967, p. 2li).
9. Bivolve the students in  the formulation and testing  
of ideas (1967, p. 2li).
10. Provide a nondirective role (1967, p. 2^).
11, Test alternatives (1967, p. 2$).
12, Encourage students to play their hunches (1967, p. 26),
13. Encourage students to explore for answers (1967, p , 96) ,  
Ili, Provide speculative climate (196?, p. 96) ,
1$. Redirect students’ original questions (1967, p. 97).
16. Reward creative thinking (1967, p. 97),
17. Refuse to give missing parts to  the enigma ( 1967, p. 106) ,
18. Rephrase statements to help discussions (1967, p. IO8) ,
19. Redirect questions to help discussions (1967, p. IO8) ,
S6
20. Reward imagirative thought (1967, p. 108),
21. Provide climate where students liv e  with uncertainties 
(1967, p. 122i).
22. Encourage students to search for alternatives (1967, p. 108).
23. Provide a nonthreatening environment where receptive 
listen in g  i s  conducive (1967, p. 12h).
2ii. Promote gamelike environment (1967, p. 12U).
25. Give thought-provoking materials (1967, p . 19li).
26. Encourage students to analyze strange materials (1967, p. 193). 
May, Hollo
1. Encourage students to face r ea lit ie s  of experiences (1975,
p. 26) .
McCandLess, Boyd R.
1. Maintain su ffic ien t f le x ib ility  (1976, p . 257).
McKeachie, Wilbert J.
1. Encourage cooperation (1969, p. 202).
2. Provide f le x ib i l i ty  in subject matter ( 1969, p. 202).
3. Provide more alternatives (1969, p. 203).
h. Provide two-way interactions (1969, p. 20ii).
Mead, M argaret
1. Provide models by which students can explore (I967, p . I68) .
2. Experiment with the senses (1967, p. 171),
Michael, William B.
1. Provide self-discovery a ctiv ities  (1968, p . Ij8).
2. Qicourage students to develop transfer capabilities
(1968, p. 18).
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3. %cowage and reward self-directing experiences
(1968, p. Ii8).
L. Provide alternative ways for problem-solving (1968,
p. Ii8),
5. Develop a scholarly attitude (1968, p. 1^ 9).
6. Encourage curiosity (1968, p. ii9).
7. Encourage self-confidence (1968, p. h9).
8. Encourage competitiveness ( 1968, p. Ii9).
9. Encourage skepticism (1968, p. ii9).
10. Encourage independent thinking (1968, p. L9).
11. Maintain f le x ib ility  (1968, p. ü9).
12. Use problem-solving processes (1968, p. h9).
13. Provide independent study (1968, p. 1:9).
1Ü. Encourage innovation (1968, p. ii9).
15. Use group procedures ( 1968, p. 52).
16. Test new strategies (1968, p. 52).
17. Provide chance for students to have access to teachers
(1968, p. 52) .
18. Seek balance between "sufficient latitude" to allow 
uniqueness of expression and "sufficient structure" to 
alloif students security in progress ( 1968, p. 53).
19. Consider students as creative people (1968, p. 53).
20. Relate inventions of one person to inventions of others
(1968, p. 53).
21. Stress the inçortance of intuition (1968, p. 53).
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22, Stress the importance of feedback (1968, p. 93).
23, Stress the importance of invention (1968, p. 93),
2li, Encourage students to make visual judgments (1968, p. 93). 
29, Enphasize decision-making behavior (1968, p , 2itl) (b),
26, Work together toward cannon goals (1968, p, 2li9) (b),
27, Free oneself frcsn publishing and college committees to 
spend more time with students (1968, p, 2ii9) (b),
28, Reward creative behavior (1968, p, 292) (b),
29, Emphasize open communication in  a non-threatening at­
mosphere ( 1968, p , 292) (b),
30, Give exciting and appropriate assignments (1962, p. 292).
31, Use te s ts  including simple completion items where students 
are free to give novel and imaginative answers (1968,
p. 296),
32, Encourage continued expression of creative endeavor
(1968, p. 299) .
33, Use open-book te sts  (1968, p. 299),
3h. Use checklists (1968, p, 299).
39, Provide freedom to students (1968, p. 260).
Mohan, Madan
1, Encourage more productive thinking (1973, p . 182).
2, Decrease routine a c tiv itie s  (1973, p. I82) ,
3, Decrease amount o f teacher talk  (1973, p. 102). 
li. Encourage more pupil talk (1973, p, 182),
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Mooney, Ross L.
1. Encourage mutual communication (1967, p. 210),
2. Encourage freedom of expression (1967, p. 211),
3. Eicourage openness (1967, p. 211).
Moustàkas, Clark
1. Respect individuality of students (1967, p. 179).
2. Identify individual interests and needs (1967, p. 179).
3. Be open to neif experiences (1967, p. 179).
li. Listen and understand students (196?, p . 179).
Participate in experiences as new ventures (196?, p. 179).
6. Respect students' perceptions (1967, p. 179).
7. Allow freedom for decision-making (1967, p. 182).
8. Relate subject matter to students; arouse their in terests  
(1967, p. 182).
9. Accept students' tempo and pace (1967, p. I81i).
10. Provide many resources (1967, p. I8ii).
11. Treat students as individuals (1967, p. l8U).
Newland, T, Ernest, & Thurstone, Thelma G.
1. Provide class time to make and te s t  judgments (1965, p. W),
2. Encourage the imagination of students (1965, p. 8 l ) .
3. Teach concepts and relationships in terms of probability  
(1965, p. 79).
Ü. Help students identify  their strengths and weaknesses 
(1965, p. 83).
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5. Help students develop talents for important accomplish­
ments ( 1965, p, 83) .
6. Plan new problems and sharpen old ones (1969, p. 86),
7. Seek alternative solutions (1969, p. 86).
Holler, Ruth
1. Provide non-verbal a c t iv it ie s  to a ss is t students in be­
coming more aware of themselves in their environment but 
s t i l l  guiding them toward solving the problems (1971,
p. 262) .
2. Provide sensory stimulation (1971, p. 263) .
Offner, David H.
1. Present r ea lis t ic  challenges (1967, p. 17).
2. Dicorporate idea-generating methods (1967, p. I6) .
3. Provide f le x ib il ity  (196?, p. I6) .
li. Plan assignments allowing completion, evaluation, and 
presentation (1967, p, I6) .
Parnes, Sidney J,
1, Develop but d iscipline the imagination (1971, p, 2li),
2, Maintain f le x ib il ity  (1971, p, 27),
3, U tilize  problem-solving principles (1971, p, 27),
li. Maintain an open mind (1971, p, 3li),
9, Encourage cognitive sk ills  of productive thinking as
having an ùtçjortant place in the curriculum (1971, p, 33),
6, Stress the use of creative film s, demonstrations, programmed 
materials, and other methods (1966, p. 230),
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7. Encourage deferred .judgments (1966, p. 21 2^).
8. Encourage free-wheeling (1966, p. 2li2).
9. Decrease class enrollments (1967, p. 226),
10. Provide freedom from conformity (1967, p. 227).
11. Dicrease empathy and rapport (1967, p. 227).
12. Encourage checklist procedures (1967, p. 35).
13. Encourage note-taking (1967, p. 36).
111. Arrange chairs in a semi-circle (1967, p. 36).
15. Use small groups for teamt-rork (1967, p. 36),
16. Allow students to serve as leaders of small groups 
(1967, p . 36).
Fames, Sidney J .,  & Meadows, Arnold
1. Encourage students to produce ideas and judge later
(1966, p. 312).
2. Use attribute l is t in g  (1966, p. 312).
3. Use checklist procedures (1966, p. 312).
li. Use forced-relationship methods (1966, p. 312).
5. Encourage note-taking (1966, p. 312).
6. Set deadlines for idea productions (1966, p. 312).
7. Provide times and places for idea productions (1966, p. 312).
8. Help students sense problems in  their l iv e s  (1966, p. 312-
313).
9. Help students define and solve problems creatively (1966, 
p. 313).
10. Help students l i s t  a l l  facts related to problems (1966, 
p. 313).
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11. Use informal methods to encourage group participation
(1966, p. 313).
12. Use small groins in many sessions for idea production 
(1966, p. 313).
13. Allow a l l  students to serve as leaders of small groups
(1966, p. 313).
Ili. Arrange chairs in  sem i-circles (1966, p. 313).
l5 . Provide creative problem-solving a c tiv itie s  (1966, p. 313). 
Passovi, Harry A.
1. Try new ways to problem-solving (1969, p. 27ii).
2. Develop se lf- in it ia te d  learning (1969, p. 278).
3. Encourage students to do things on their own (1969, p. 278),
li. Provide a responsive environment (1969, p. 278).
9. Develop students’ self-concepts about their p o ten tia lities  
(1969, p. 278).
6. Identify uniqueness o f students (1969, p. 279).
7. Develop sen sitiv ity  to problems (1969, p. 279).
8. Encourage quantity of ideas (1969, p. 279).
9. Sicourage orig inality  (1969, p. 279).
10. Group students based on divergent-thinking a b ilit ie s  
(1969, p. 283).
11. Use instructional media and focus on unsolved elements 
of a f ie ld  of study (1969, p. 283).
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Pulford, Alan
1. Reward creativ ity  (1969, p. 28),
RenzuUi, Joseph S.
1. Use the technique of attribute lis t in g  (1971, p. 12Ü),
2. Use morphological analysis (1971, p. 12li).
3. Use brainstoming techniques (1971, p . 12i;).
li. Use the technique of forced relationships (1971, p. 12li), 
Renzulli, Joseph S., Owen, Steven V., & Callahan, Carolyn M,
1. Maintain small groups to encourage creative processes, 
preferably three or le s s  (I97ii, p, 108),
Rubin, Louis J,
1, Use inquiry as a teaching technique (1968, p. 76),
2, Bnphasize seeking answers to the unknown (1968, p, 81i),
3, Use alternative strategies (1968, p, 81:),
li. Use techniques which arouse curiosity (1968, p, 7 ^ .
5, Develop imagination of students (1968, p, 87).
6, Stimulate a desire to learn about the unknown (1968, p, 88).
7, Know each student individually (1968, p, 89).
8, Be an example of a creative mind (1968, p . 88),
Segal, Sol
1, Encourage, defend, and ju stify  skepticism (1968, p, 23li),
2, Allow students to express in tellectu a l aggression and to 
contradict, question, and analyze their environment (1968, 
p. 23li).
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S h a l lc r o s s ,  D o r is  J ,
1, Provide brainstorming sessions (1971, p. 8?).
2 , Use checklisting procedures (1971, p. 87).
3 , Use student groiçs working toward common goals (1971, p. 89). 
it. Use problem-solving techniques involving orientation,
preparation, analysis, ideation, incubation, synthesis, 
verification  (1971, p. 88) .
5 . Seek alternative solutions (1973, p. 62^).
6 . Provide a nonjudgmental climate (1973, p. 626).
7 . Provide materials that stress the mind (1973, p. 626).
8 . Provide materials which deal with new experiences (1973,
p. 626) .
9 . Provide time for students to demonstrate creativ ity  (1973, 
p. 626) .
Shivley, Joe E., & Feldhusen, John F.
1 . Teach participation for nonverbal f le x ib il ity  (1972, p. 61i),
2. Teach participation for orig in ality  (1972, p. 65).
Shumsky, Abraham
1. Qicourage students to move from the knovm to the unknovm 
(1965, p. SW.
2. Tolerate ambiguity and disorder (1965, p. 5L).
3 . Shcourage task involvement (1965, p. 5L).
U. Permit students to react in individual ways (1965, p. 5W.
5 .  Maintain a democratic atmosphere (1965, p. 77).
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6 . Provide freedom for students ( 196# , p . 80) .
7. Include students in planning (1965, p . 81) ,
8. Move tovrard the unknovm (1965, p. 83).
9. De-emphasize evaluation (1965, p . 83).
10, Set up an atmosphere of exploration (1965, p. 258).
11, Ehçhasize s e lf - in it ia t iv e  (1965, p. 258).
Sigel, Irving E.
1. aicourage curiosity (1965, p. 99).
2. Encourage imagination (1965, p. 99).
3. Reward creative behavior (1965, p . 99).
L. TiTelcome and encourage enthusiasm (1965, p. 99).
5. Provide a free environment (1965, p. 100).
6. Provide security for students (1965, p . 101).
7. Devise alternative plans (1965, p . 101).
8. Help students develop a b ilit ie s  to  distinguish between 
knowing per se and hov; to find out what i s  learned (1965, 
p. 102).
S m ith , James A .
1. Strive for something novel (1973, p. 23).
2. Stress divergent thinking processes (1973, p. 23).
3. Develop f le x ib il ity  of thinking (1973, p. 23).
li. Develop orig inality  (1973, p. 23).
5. Develop fluency of ideas (1973, p . 23).
6. Develop spontaneity (1973, p . 23),
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7. Develop imiqueness (1973, p. 23).
8. Use open-ended situations (1973, p. 2h).
9. Allow students to face the unknovm alone (1973, p. 23).
10. Allow students to develop their own ideas (1973, p. 25).
11. Stress individuality (1973, p. 25).
12. Reward differences, uniqueness, individuality, and 
orig ina lity  (i973, p . 25).
13. Consider the process as important as the product (1973, 
P; 25).
111. Provide a comfortable classroom (1973, p. 25).
15. Provide a comfortable seating arrangement (1973, p. 25).
16 . Establish good rapport (1973, p. 26).
17. Establish a permissive atnosphere (1973, p. 26).
18. Establish feelings of acceptance (1973, p. 26).
19. I^ ake lessons success-oriented (1973, p. 26) ,
20. Learn and apply problem-solving situations (1973, p. 26).
21. Encourage s e lf - in it ia te d  learning (1973, p. 26).
22. Use constructive criticism  (1973, p. 26).
23. Use democratic processes (1973, p. 27).
2]-. Practice deferred judgments (1973, p. 27).
25. Use techniques of creative ideation (1973, p. 27).
26. Use brainstorming techniques (1973, p. 27).
27. Maintain a sense of humor (1973, p. 65).
28. atçhasize multiple answers (1973, p. lOli).
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29. Provide experimental atmosphere (1973, p. 198).
30. Create a need for certain knowledge (1973, p. 283).
31. Encourage cooperation (197$, p. 130).
32. Help students experience success (197$, p . 131).
33. Encourage students to seek ways to overcome weaknesses 
(197$, p . 19$).
3li. Establish an atmosphere that i s  psychologically secure 
and a l l  ideas are welcome (197$, p . 21 8^).
3$. Encourage "cross-fertilization" of ideas (197$, p. 2h9).
36. Provide role-playing situations (197$, p. 2li9).
37. Encourage students to be open to  internal and external 
experiences (197$, p. 281t).
38. aicourage students to be open to  experiences ( 197$, p. 2li9).
39. Encourage students to continue asking questions (197$, 
p. 285).
ho. Provide students freedom to express themselves (1 9 7 $ , 
p. 28$).
h i . Provide students freedom to stucfy and make preparations 
(197$, p . 28$).
h2. Provide students freedom to pursue problems and unknown 
areas (1966, p. 221).
h3. Tolerate deviation from the traditional (1967, p. 116).
hh. Allow students to independently seek their own e^qjeriences 
(1967, p . 116).
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Strasses, Ben B.
1. Welcome ideas as valid contributions (196?, p. 207).
2. Probe beyond yes/no answers (1967, p. 207).
3. Seek relationships (1967, p. 208).
ii. Respond to questions positively  (1967, p. 208).
5. Ask questions, then wait for reflective  thinking (1967, 
p. 208).
6. Ask a variety of questions (1967, p. 208).
7. Shcourage students to go beyond the correct answer (1967, 
p. 208).
8. Ask questions which have no correct answers (1967, p. 206).
9. Include unknovms into the curriculum (1967, p . 206).
Strickland, Melissa
1. Refuse to c la ss ify  everything in a right or vrrong category 
(1975, p. 151).
2. Provide problem-solving situations (I97l, p. l55).
Suchman, J .  R ichard
1. Provide a responsive environment (1967, p. 92).
2. Use methods permitting students to operate autonomously 
in their search for understandings (1967, p. 9U).
3. Allow studaits to work out own ideas and discover the best 
solutions (1967, p. 95).
ii. Be le ss  directive and more responsive (1967, p. 96).
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Taylor, Calvin W.
1. Provide direct ideas that w ill  arouse creative thought
(1968, p. 88).
2. Ask thought-provoking questions about known and unknown 
subjects so that students may experience contradictions 
and knowledge of differing degrees of proof (1968, p. 88),
3. Use related technology (1968, p. 89) .
li. Develop a creative personality with motivational character­
is t ic s  ( 1968, p. 89) .
Provide take-home thinking problems to students (1967,
p. 171) .
6. Provide time when students are allowed to think freely
(1967, p . 171) .
7. Encourage good incubation processes in  students (1967, 
p. 172).
8. Deliberately probe students (1967, p. 172).
9 . Allow attention of students to be more diverse and 
scanning ( 1967, p. 172).
10. Encourage students to go b^ond the usual stopping place
to gain deeper understanding of problems and their solutions 
(1967, p . 172).
11. Provide additional information which challenge conclusions 
decided tç)on by students (1967, p. 172).
12. Provide an environment which encourages disorder and some 
confusion (1967, p. 173).
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13. Combine elements which may appear to be unrelated
(1967, p. 173). 
lit. Provide time for free play with ideas (1967, p. 173).
1$. Accept ideas from a l l  students and work together (1972,
p. 16) .
16. Allow students to a s s is t  in the ad.iustment o f their en­
vironment (1972, p. 16) .
17. Maintain f le x ib il ity  with each student (1972, p. 16) .
18. Provide an exciting, responsive classroom environment 
(1972, p. 20).
19. Allow students to be active participants in dealing 
with knowledge (1973, p. 102).
20. Instruct for multiple talents (1973, p. IO6) .
21. Guide students to the fringe of knowledge in  order that 
they might es^erience knwfledge at d ifféra it stages of 
development (1965, p. 256).
22. Teach in a manner that students are thought o f as thinkers 
(1965, p. 260).
23. Provide a wide variety of learning and thinking (1965,
p. 260) .
Taylor, Calvin W., & Harding, Harold F.
1. Allow students to ask many questions (1967, p. 2li).
2. Involve a l l  students in planning, communicating, decision­
making, organizing, and other talents (1967, p. 21;).
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T a y lo r , I r v in g  A .
1. Reduce frustration (1971, p. 196).
2. Eliminate win-lose competition (1971, p. 196).
3. Provide student siçport (1971, p. 196).
Ü. Encourage divergence (1971, p. 196).
5. Maintain an open environmental structure (1971, p. 196).
6. Minimize coercion (1971, p. 196).
7. Shcourage free communication (1971, p. 196).
8. Allow for risk-taking (1971, p. 196).
9. Provide competent group leadership (1971, p. 196).
10. Provide stimulation of senses (1971, p. 196).
11. Encourage orig in a lity  (1971, p . 196).
12. Identify students from a Leibnitzean point ofviev;-- 
capable of actualizing their own potentials (1971, p. 197).
Torrance, E. Paul
1. Use incoirçleteness to encourage learning and achievement 
(1970, p. 6).
2. Analyze a problem from psychological, sociological, and 
emotional viewpoints (1970, p. 7)
3. Shcourage students to go beyond what is  knovm (1970, 
p. 7).
Ü. Search for missing parts (1970, p. 8).
$. Encourage students to  search for elegant solutions (1970, 
p. 8).
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6. Respect students' questions (1970, p. 9).
7. Identify and coinprehend the creative needs of students
(1970, p. 13).
8. Provide educational experiences vrhich f i t  each student 
(1970, p . 13).
9. Provide a responsive environment (1970, p. l9) .
10. Develop a real knowledge of each student (1970, p. 25).
11. Occasionally challenge students to their lim its, even to
the point of frustration (1970, p. 29).
12. Provide a variety of challenging assignments to  students 
and note results (1970, p. 29).
13. Continuously a lter  environmental conditions (1970, p. 29).
lh. Sncourage teamwork situations (1970, p. 29). '
1$. Encourage students to read creatively instead of reading
c r it ic a lly  so that new solutions to problems may be con­
sidered ( 1970, p. 58).
16. Provide opportunities to face ambiguities and uncertainties 
(1970, p . 67).
17. U tilize analogies to make the familiar strange and the 
strange familiar (1970, p. 70).
18. Structure assignments only enough to provide clues and 
guidance (1970, p. 72).
19. Encourage students to take the next step beyond the knoim 
(1970, p . 69) .
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20. Stimulate curiosity among students (1970, p. 69) .
21. Pro\T.de incomplete data (1970, p. 62).
22. Preserve open-endedness (1970, p. 73).
23. Lead students beyond textbooks (1970, p. 86).
2h. Encourage students to note gaps in knowledge (1970, p. 83). 
29. Legitimate divergent thinking (1970, p. 86).
26. Relate knowledge from one f ie ld  to Icnowledge from another 
f ie ld  ( 1970, p. 89).
27. Encourage students to develop multiple hypotheses (1970,
p. 89) .
28. Push sc ien tific  laws to their lim its (1970, p. 90).
29. Examine and face paradoxes (1970, p. 90).
30. Respect unusual questions (1970, p. 11?).
31. Encourage quantity of ideas instead of quality (1970,
p. 179) .
32. Maintain a competitive atmosphere (1966, p. 179).
33. Assess creative behavior as a foundation for individual­
izing instruction for students (1969, p. 201).
3ii. Treat learning as a relational process; a ss is t  students 
in identifying their mistakes and finding correct answers 
while using their own in itia tiv e  (1969, p. 203).
39. Provide a wide diversity of stimuli (1969, p. 206).
36. Involve more senses of the students (1969, p. 206).
37. Emphasize originality (1969, p. 210).
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38. Respect students' questions (1968, p. 6 ).
39. Encourage s e lf - in itia ted  learning (1968, p. 3).
liO. Instruct students to te s t  their ideas (1968, p, 7 ).
h i. Ask more provocative questions (1968, p. 11). 
h2. Emphasize elaboration by students (1968, p. 11), 
h3. Refrain from grading students' work until the second half 
of the course so they w ill be free to read, think, and 
experiment (1968, p. 13). 
hh. Provide time for experimentation and unevaluated practice  
(1968, p. 13).
hS. Heighten expectations and anticipation of students (1963, 
p. 1h).
h6. Require students to perform tasks already completed but 
with new references (1968, p. 22). 
h7. Allow students to succeed in possible ways for them, and 
encourage them to strive for higher lev e ls  of creative 
functioning (196?, p. 18?) (d). 
h8. Respect unusual ideas (1967, p. 137) (d). 
h9. Plan a c tiv itie s  which encourage independent thinking and 
judgment (1967, p. 188) (d).
So. Examine disapproved behavior for signs o f creative potential 
(1967, p. 188) (d).
31. Encourage students to seek the truth (1967, p. 19h) (d).
32. Eknphasize the importance of courage and honesly (1967, 
p. 62) (e ).
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53. Establish an environment of receptive learning (1967,
p. 67) (e).
Enphasize moral courage and social adjustment (1967,
p. 69) (e ).
55. Attempt to eliminate a l l  emotional and in tellectu a l in­
hibitions (1967, p. l65) (c ) .
56. stimulate the flow of ideas by providing freedom among 
students (1967, p. I69) (c ) .
57. Respect the needs of students to work alone (1967, p. lB3) 
(a).
58. Allow curriculum to d iffer for different students (196?, 
p. 133) (a).
59. Permit tota l involvement of students (196?, p. 183) (a ).
60. Maintain f le x ib ility  (1967, p. 133) (a).
61. Encourage divergent ideas (1967, p. IB6) (a).
62. Permit students to "test their lim its" (1967, p. I86) .
63. U tilize  criticism  carefully and sparingly (1967, p. 136) (a). 
6U. Provide materials which develop imagination (1967, p. 210)
(d).
65. Enphasize the recording of ideas (1967, p. 213) (d ).
66. Prize true individuality ( 1967, p . 215) (d).
67. Encourage students to play with words (1967, p. 213) (d).
68. Help students in maintaining assertiveness without being 
h o stile  ( 1967, p. 238) ( f ) .
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69. A ssist students in understanding the nature of their 
creative processes (1967, p. 239) ( f ) .
70. anphasize the handling of objectives and ideas (1967, 
p. 211) ( f ) .
71. Encourage students to systematically te st net: hypotheses 
(1967, p. 2h^) i f ) .
72. Avoid forcing set patterns (1967, p. 21:1) (f) .
73. Teach s k i l l s  for avoiding peer sanctions (1967, p. 2Ll) ( f ) .
7h. Create "thorns in the flesh ,"  to be aware of defects, to
identify  disturbing elements (1967, p. 21:1) ( f ) .
75. Create a necessity  for creative thinking (1967, p. 21:1)
( f ) .
76. Provide resources needed by students to work out ideas 
(1967, p. 21:1) ( f ) .
77. Develop constructive criticism  (1967, p. 21:1) ( f ) .
78. aicourage students to acquire knov;ledge in a variety of 
f ie ld s  (1967, p . 21:1) ( f ) .
79. Provide a classroom which serves as a laboratory for 
democracy (1967, p. 326) (b ).
80. Teach students sk ills  of historiography (1967, p. 327) (b).
81. Teach students s k ills  of descriptive and experimental 
research (1967, p. 327) (b).
82. Suspend judgment temporarily (1967, p. 327) (b),
83. Set up cr iter ia  for u tiliza tio n  in  judging ideas and 
making decision (1967, p. 330) (b).
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8ii. Encourage students to  develop constructive attitudes 
toward information (196?, p. 330) (b).
Torrance, 3. P ., & Torrance, Pansy
1. Define problems and gaps in information (1973, p . 7).
2. Produce alternative solutions (1973, p. 7).
3. Test the most promising solutions (1973, p. 7 ).
li. Measure ideas to determine the most effective ones (1973,
p. 12).
3. Consider humor as important (1973, p. 23).
6. Plan exercises that strengthen verbal fluency (1973, p. 23),
7. Plan exercises which strengthen orig inality  (1973, p. 23).
8. U tilize  independent studies (1973, p. 37).
9. Experiment with small groups (1973, p. liO).
10. Provide a variety of intrinsic motivations (1973, p. L2). 
Treffinger, Donald J . ,  & Gowan, John C,
1. Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  (1971, p. 128),
2. Use bionics—a technique which attempts discovery in the
nature of ideas which are related to the solution of 
students' problems (1971, p. 128) .
3. Develop awareness to what i s  happening inside students and 
how they relate to  the present (1971, p. 128).
Wade, Serena
1. Accept students as worthy individuals (1968, p, 89).
2. Understand students enpatheticaliy (1968, p. 89).
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3. Provide psychological freedom (1968, p. 99).
Walker, W, J.
1. Encourage originality  (1967, p. 29$).
2. Encourage in itia tin g  behavior (1967, p. 296) ,
3. Be less authoritarian (1967, p. 296), 
li. Be less  stereopathic (1967, p. 299).
5. Be more adaptive (1967, p. 300).
6 . Be more outgoing and permissive (1967, p . 300),
7. Shcourage invention (1967, p. 300).
8 . Provide a free atmosphere (1967, p. 301).
Walkup, Lewis E.
1. Encourage quantity so that quality i s  the result (1971,
p. 92).
Watson, Catherine
1. Give students freedom to work with ideas without fear 
of grades (1970, p. 3) .
2. Provide freedom for students to create, re la te , and 
understand ( 1970, p. 3) .
3. Provide challenging and stimulating experiences (1970, p. 3).
li. Encourage inquiry in a learning atmosphere (1970, p. li).
Weigand, James
1. Provide freedom to explore (1971, p. x ).
2. Accept wrong answers (1971, p. x ) .
3. Be le ss  concerned with closure (1971, p. x i) .
li. Be le ss  concerned with verbalization (1971, p. x i) .
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Wiesner, Jerome B.
1. Tolerate novel ideas (1972, p. 96).
2. Sicourage imaginative thinking (1972, p. 96).
3. Use analogies, s im ilies, and metaphors (1972, p. 96).
li. Help students develop their o\m sty le  of learning (1972, 
p. 97).
9. Maintain a skeptical point of view (1972, p. 96). 
irhght, Albert R.
1. Use behavioral objectives in education—one that i s  
competency-based (1971, p. 97).
2. Allow students to participate in defining objectives 
(1971, p. 97).
3. Allow students to a ss is t  in decisiorr concerning per­
formance criter ia  (1971, p. 97).
li. Involve students in  measuring and evaluating performance 
against established criteria (1971, p. 97).
9. Reward creativity (1969, p. 76).
6. Allow f le x ib ility  (1969, p. 76).
7. Attend professional meetings and lectures (1969, p . 78).
8. Demonstrate a siçportive attitude (1969, p . 78).
9. Welcome any questions (1969, p. 78).
10. Give open-book te s ts  (1969, p. 78),
11. Include incomplete questions on te s ts  (1969, p . 60).
12. Be open to new experiences (1969, p. 79).
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Williams, Frank E.
1. Use instructional media to stress various approaches 
to problem-solving (1966, p. 367).
2. Use instructional media to develop indeoendence-of- 
thought a c tiv itie s  (1966, p. 36?).
3. Reward and encourage autonomy (1966, p. 367).
li. Use delayed feedback techniques (1966, p. 368).
Use instructional media to provide modes of questioning 
(1966, p. 367).
6. Eicourage the resistance to prematurely making decisions 
(1967, p. 279) (a ).
7. Train students in  fluency (1967, p. 279) (a).
8. Train students in orig in a lity  (1967, p. 279) (a ).
9. Train students in  f le x ib il ity  (1967, p. 279) (a).
10. Include productive thinking operations of the in te lle c t  
(1967, p. 279) (a).
11. Strengthen students’ spontaneity (1971, p. Ii2).
12. Strengthen students' sen sitiv ity  (1971, p. Ii2).
13. Emphasize alertness (1971, p. h2).
1L. Strengthen students’ imagination (1971, p. Ii2).
Strengthen students’ curiosity (1971, p. ii2).
16. Allow students to  experiment in estimating and predicting 
(1971, p. 143).
17. Allow students to  ejqjeriment in measuring (1971, p. 13).
18. Encourage students to seek viewpoints of others (1971, p. 1:3),
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19. Free the climate of excessive competition (1971, p. LW.
20. Free the climate of excessive anxiety (1971, p . hli).
21. Value students' questions and ideas (1971, p. liii),
22. Respect creativ ity  wherever i t  i s  found (1971, p. Uh).
23. Esqjress love and respect in the classroom (1973, p. lili).
2li. Provide an atmosphere of freedom (1973, p. 197).
2$. Tolerate new ideas and usual patterns of action (1973, 
p. 198).
26. Develop f lu id ity  of associations (1967, p. 179) (b).
27. Prove new dimensions of learning (1967, p. 179) (b).
28. Provide freedom to experiment (1967, p. 179) (b ).
29. Provide a democratic classroom (1967, p. 199) (b). 
Willoughby, Stephen S.
1. Encourage independence (1968, p. 119).
2. Have a good background in  subjects taught (1968, p. 120).
3. Use discovery techniques between highly-structured approach 
of Socrates and the la issez -fa ire  approach (1968, p. 123).
Wilson, John A. R., & Robeck, Mildred C.
1. Develop independence (1968, p. $6),
2. Consider a l l  students as worthy individuals (1968, p. 07).
3. Encourage spontaniety and imagination (1968, p. 97).
U. Individualize instruction (1968, p. 63).
9. Encourage ingenuity and in itia tiv e  (1968, p. 97).
6. Reinforce e3q>ressed uniqueness (1968, p. 69).
7. Maintain freedom within the curriculum (1968, p . 67).
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8 . De-emphasize conformity ( 1968, p. 67) .
9. Provide a free time or choice period (1968, p, 68).
10. Provide a variety of materials ( 1968, p. 72).
11. Reward honest and responsible responses (1968, p. 72).
12. Teach students to  identify areas o f conformity and adhere
to convention (1968, p. 73).
Wbodfin, Mary Jo
1. Interrelate contait, process, and product ( 1968, p. 198).
2. Recognize values of varying answers ( 1968, p. 198) .
3. Provide alternatives in a c tiv itie s  (1968, p. 199).
li. Encourage creative producers and consumers (1968, p. 199).
5. Encourage students to help themselves ( 1968, p. 199).
6. Involve students in  evaluation procedures (1968, p. 200).
7. Provide time for individual study projects ( 1968, p. 200).
8. Use group procedures (1968, p. 201).
9. Encourage se lf-in itia ted  projects ( 1968, p . 278) (b).
10. Provide time for independent thinking (1968, p. 278) (b).
11. Use methods which encourage students to project themselves 
into the problem ( 1968, p. 278) (b).
12. Provide group a c tiv itie s  (1968, p. 278) (b).
13. Plan short-term a c tiv it ie s  (1968, p . 278) (b ).
111. Plan long-term a c tiv it ie s  (1968, p. 278) (b).
19. Encourage self-evaluation (196B, p. 278) (b).
16. Give problems to students for which no answers can be
provided ( 1968, p . 279) (b ).
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PART II
Practices Identified Ry 
Three Authors
The recommended practices for enhancing creativ ity  in the 
classroom were examined by the researcher to identify only those 
practices recommended by three different authors. These practices 
were compiled, edited, and placed in opinionnaire form to be reacted 
upon by a selected panel o f experts. The 39 recommended practices 
with statements justifying their inclusion in the opinionnaire are 
the following:
1, Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and the 
students are free from conformity,
a. De-emphasize conformity (Wilson & Robeck, 1968, p, 68) ,
b. Provide freedom for teachers and students from con­
formity (Fames, 1967, p, h i) ,
c. Remove pressures to conform (Hallman, 196?, p, 32S).
2. Establish a psychologically secure, non-threatening and 
sigjportive atmosphere where criticism  is  seldom used and 
risks can be taken without fear of penalties; eliminate 
competition for grades,
a. Make provision for student support (I , Taylor, 1971,
p. 196) ,
b. Express respect for students (DeRoche, 1972, p. 13li).
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c . Students should not fe e l threatened (J. Smith, 197^, 
p. 132).
d. Rule out criticism  (Stein, 197$, p. 29).
e. Refrain from criticism (Hophan and Peters, 1968, p. 289).
f .  Allow students the privilege of speaking their minds 
without fear of punishment (Massialas, 1967, p. 19W.
g. Allow for and expose students to risk-taking (I . Taylor, 
1971, p. 196).
h. Allow students to err without recriminations (Boos,
’ 1971, p. 278).
3. Maintain an atmosphere which is  competitive,
a. Qicourage group members to challenge each other (Stein, 
197$, p. lit).
b. Provide a competitive atmosphere (Torrance, 1966, p. 179).
c. Capitalize on conpetition (Massialas, 1967, p. 22).
li. Maintain an appropriate balance between freedom and control.
a. Teach discipline and self-control, but use f le x ib ility  
(Ashner and Bish, 196$, p. 193).
b. Maintain a balance between control and freedom (DeBono, 
1971, p. 202).
c. Find an appropriate balance for students between 
su fficien t latitude and su fficien t structure (Michael,
1968, p. $3).
d. Achieve balance between freedom and control (Groch,
1969, p. 312).
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s .  Arrange the classrocm comfortably so that students are
encouraged to be more active participants,
a. Arrange chairs in semi-circle (Fames, 1967, p. 36).
b. Provide a comfortable classroom (J. Smith, 1973, 
p. 2S).
c . Physical arrangement maximizes opportunities for 
students to see^  hear, and participate (Clark and 
Ramsey, 1973, p. 69).
6. Allow the students to  refuse to accept the known as their
goal and encourage them to reach beyond toward the unknown,
a. Provide an atmosphere allowing students the opportunity 
to refuse the tested as their goal and to see beyond 
them (Gleason, 1968, p. 13).
b. anphasize transfer of training by learning to retreat 
from fa cts  in  order to see them in  larger perspective 
(MacKinnon, 1968, p. 1$9).
c . Make students aware of problems, d if f ic u lt ie s , and 
gaps in  knowledge (Torrance, 1970, p. 83).
d. Formulate thought-provoking questions about known and 
unknown subject matter to give students the experience 
in dealing with contradictions (C. Taylor, 1968, p. 88).
e . Require students to seek answers to the unknown (Rubin,
1968, p. 8Ii).
7. Gain self-confidence and improve s k ills  by solving problems
of progressively greater complexity.
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a. Tackle and solve problans of progressively greater 
complexity (Edwards, 1968, p. 3lj).
b. Gain self-confidence and s k ills  by actually solving 
problems of progressively greater d ifficu lty  (Stein,
1976, p. 2U9).
Cl, Move from the easy to the d ifficu lt (Massialas, 1967, 
p. 16) .
8. Encourage students to be open to new experience and a great
diversity of stim uli.
a. I n s t i l l  in students open-mindedness (Crutchfield,
1967, p. 201).
b. Be open to new e:qperiences (Moustakas, 1967, p. 179).
c . involve a greater d iversity of stimuli (Torrance,
1965, p. 206).
d. Maintain an environment which i s  open (R. Snith, 1973, 
p. 165).
e . Challenge students to be open to experience and stimuli 
of great variety (Edwards, 1968, p. % ) .
9. A ssist students in developing a particular sty le  which f i t s
their personality by individualizing instruction.
a. Tailor-make educational experiences for each pupil 
(Torrance, 1970, p. Ili).
b. Personalize instruction (Heist and Wilson, 1968, p. 19li).
c . Help the maturing students develop a personal sty le
suited to his personality and a b ilit ie s  (Weisner, 1972, p. 97).
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d. Individualize instruction (Crutchfield, 1967, p. 196).
10, Bring students to the knowledge of self-actualization  
by assisting them in identifying their own strengths and 
lim itations.
a. Bring students to a knowledge of their own person- 
hood (Kneller, 196$, p. 89).
b. A ssist students in identifying their own strengths 
and lim itations (Newland & Thurstone, 196$, p. 83).
c. Help each student develop thinking s k i l ls  so they can 
move more readily toward self-actualization  (Derews
& McGuire, 196$, p. 1?6).
d. Provide self-discovery a c tiv it ie s  (Michael, 1968, 
p. 18).
e. Ihhance self-actualization , based on positive s e lf -  
concepts (DeRoche, 1972, p. 13ii).
11. Plan course work in  a fashion which encourages the grovrth 
of a wholesome skepticism and curiosity,
a. aicourage, defend, and ju stify  skepticism (Segal, 1968, 
p. 23U),
b. Design course work in a manner which provides the 
growth of a wholesome skepticism (Heist & Wilson,
1968, p, 198),
c. Develop scholarly attitude characteristics of curiosity  
and skepticism (Michael, 1968, p, h9).
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d. Sxcite students* curiosity (Groch, 1969, p. 309).
e. Encourage curiosity (Hoskin & 3:rick, 1973, p.
12. Serve as a model which the students can challenge or
imitate and improve upon.
a. Offer students a model with which they can identify  
MacKinnon, 1965, p. 170).
b. Use excellent teachers as exemplars (Derews & McGuire, 
1965, p. 176) .
c. Provide a model for the way in which creative stu­
dents can explore (Mead, 1967, p. 168) .
d. Provide an example of a creative mind (Rubin, 1968, 
p. 88).
e. Serve as a model to be anulated and surpassed (Groch,
1969, p. 309).
13. Understand students empathetically and motivate them
through listen in g  and real presence of mind.
a. Understand students' characteristics and general 
motivation (Heist and Wilson, 1968, p. 198).
b. Develop awareness to what is  going on within students
and how th ^  rela te  to the present (Treffinger &
Gowan, 1971, p. 128),
c . Provide appropriate motivation (Guilford, 1966, p . 9U).
d. Motivate students to  be creative (R. Smith, 1973, p. 165),
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lit. Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a l l  students,
a. Accept students as worthy individuals (Vfade, 1968, 
p. 99).
b . Maintain a climate where a ll students are worth}"- 
(Wilson and Robeck, 1968, p. 57).
c . Accept and value each student as being creative 
(Hausnan, 1968, p. 223).
d. Illuminate the classroom by a sense of love and res­
pect (Hallman, 196?, p. 328).
15. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes.
a. aicourage ambiguity (DeBono, 1971, p. 16I1) .
b. Maintain tolerance for ambiguity and disorder in­
herent in the creative process (Shumsky, 1965, p. 57).
c. Teach by paradoxes (Goodale, 1970, p. 96) .
16. De-emphasize the concern for verbalization.
a. Plan non-verbal a c tiv itie s  to help students become 
more aware of themselves in their environment (Holler,
1971, p. 262) .
b. Teach students to leam  to value non-verbal learning 
(Derews & McGuire, 1965, p. 176).
c. Have le s s  concern for verbalization (Weigand, 1971, p. x i) .
17. Ehcourage and welcome original and unheralded questions,
ideas, and responses,
a. Welcome and respect unusual questions (Torrance, 1970,
p, 117) ,
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b. Welcome and encourage original and unexpected re­
sponses (Gleason, 1968, p . 11).
c . Tolerate novel ideas and unconventional points of 
view (Williams, 1973, p. 198).
d. Tncourage students to have original ideas (Kneller,
196$, p . 78).
e . Encourage originality  and invention (Walker, 1967, 
p. 29$).
18. Provide opportunities for students to get involved in­
te llec tu a lly  and emotionally by working out their own 
interests and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
a. Allow learning to come from students' interests  
(Brunswick, 1971, p. 200).
b. Cherish se lf-in itia ted  sustained learning (Kneller,
196$, p . 8$).
c . Encourage independence in thinking (Hoskin and Sv/ick, 
1973, p. $U0.
d. Encourage independence (Willoughby, 1968, p. 119).
e. Qacourage students to take the in it ia tiv e  in discovering 
and explaining things for themselves (Guilford, 1968,
p. 38).
19. Stress the transferring of training by experiencing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
a. Provide sensory stimulation ( l .  Taylor, 1971, p. 196).
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b. Provide sensory stimulation a c tiv it ie s  (Holler,
1971, p. 263).
c. Involve a larger number of senses (Torrance, 1965,
p. 206) ,
20. Provide students opportunities to practice such techniques 
as attribute l is t in g , checklist procedures, and synectics.
a. Qnphasize transfer of training by stressing thinking 
in terms of analogies, sim ilies, and metaphors 
(MacKinnon, 1968, p. l59).
b. Use analogies to make familiar strange and the strange 
familiar (Torrance, 1970, p. 70).
c. Use synectics—metaphors and analogies within a 
systematic framework to achieve creative results 
(Stein, 1975, p. 172).
d. Use analogies to generate now ideas (DeBono, 1971, 
p. 105).
e. Provide opportunities for students to practice a ttr i­
bute lis t in g , synectics, and morphological analysis 
(Edwards, 1967, p. 3U).
f .  Provide attribute-listin g  a c tiv it ie s  which place 
emphasis upon classes, an important part of encoding 
information in  the memory store (Guilford, 1968, p. LL),
21, Involve students in such tasks as planning, organizing, 
communicating, decision-making, evaluating, and other 
known s k il ls .
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a. Actively involve students in the total process of 
defining objectives ('Jight, 1971, p. 57).
b. Involve both faculty and students in evabiation 
procedures (Karris, 1971, p. 63).
c. Allow students to participate in planning (Shunsky,
1965, p. 81) .
d. Allow students to share in planning (Burdin &
KcAulay, 1971, p. 265).
22. "aintain su fficien t f le x ib ility  in methods, materials,
content, and grouping.
a. Provide f le x ib il ity  (Heist and vlilson, 1966, p. 199).
b. Provide f le x ib ility  to adapt to processes and con­
ditions that naxiraize probability of group effective­
ness (ste in , 1975, p. 221).
c. Non-rigidity should be maintained (Fames, 1971, p. 27).
d. Maintain f le x ib il ity  in  content, methods, and materials 
(Brunsifick, 1971, p. 200).
e. Provide f le x ib ility  in ways of conceptualizing the 
subject matter (KcKeachie, 1976, p. l57).
23. Provide an experimental or laboratory situation often.
a. Provide a laboratory situation (Heist and Wilson,
1968, p. 202).
b. Have a time for experimentation (Torrance, 1968, p. 13).
c. Provide an experimental atmosphere (J. Snith, 1973, p. 198),
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2ii. Provide problem-solving situations by applying problem-
solving principles—developing various h^motheses and
searching for alternative methods.
a. Provide problem-solving situations (LaBelle, 197Ü, 
p. 5#).
b. Provide creative problem-solving situations 
(Chickening, 1971, p. h.9)
c. «Jnphasize problem-solving a c tiv itie s  (Hevett, 1970,
p. 8).
d. Sxpand students' capacity to cope with phenomena in 
alternative ways (Rubin, 1968, p. Sli).
e . Pro'-.’lde more alternatives (KcKeachie, 1969, p. 203).
25. Organize small group practice sessions so that students
may work together to intensify judgments and produce many
ideas.
a. Keep groups small to encourage creative process of 
i t s  members (Renzulli, 197li, p. 108) .
b. Provide teamwork situations (Torrance, 1970, p. 29).
c. Provide a group environment ( Stein, 1975, p. 7).
d. Organize small groups in many sessions in order to pro­
vide practice in team and group collaboration for the 
production of ideas (Parnes, 1966, p. 313).
e. Use small grorps to discuss questions (Guilford, 1968, 
p. 39).
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26. Provide opportunities for students to practice
deferred judgment,
a. Teach students to f ir s t  produce ideas and to judge 
afterwards (Fames, 1966, p. 312).
b. Provide opportunities for pupils to practice deferred 
judgment as individuals and groups (S&;ards, 1967,
p. 3U).
c. Design instructional media around the use of de­
ferred judgment (Williams, 1968, p. 367).
d. Defer judgments (Hallman, 1968, p. 328).
27. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of frus­
tration so that students may u t il iz e  aU o f  their ta lents.
a. Work ju st th is  side of frustration where every b it  
of the student's a b ility  is  required (Ashner and 
Bish, 1965, p. 191).
b. A ssist students in coping with frustration and 
fa ilure (Hallman, 1967, p. 330).
c. Use frustration as a pathway to problem-solving 
(Burdin & McAulay, 1971, p. 266).
28. Challenge students by providing various meaningful assign­
ments and observe the outcomes.
a. Plan and develop exciting, meaningful and worthwhile 
assignments, special projects, and examinations 
(Michael, 1968, p. 252).
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b. Develop and give to students sone take-home thinking 
problems (C. Taylor & Harding, 196?, p. 171).
c . Challenge pupils with a variety of types of assign­
ments and note the resu lts (Torrance, 1970, p, 29).
d. Require of a l l  students the solutions of some 
problem—research project, term paper, etc.
MacKinnon, 1967, p. 235).
29. Involve students in a c tiv it ie s  consisting of incomplete 
data for determining solutions.
a. Use incOTipleteness to motivate learning and achieve­
ment (Torrance, 1970, p. 6).
b. Maintain open-endedness (DeBono, 1971, p. l3ii).
c . Use open-ended questions (Vfoodfin, 1968, p; 278),
30. Encourage "Cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge 
from one fie ld  to knowledge from another,
a. Relate knowledge from one fie ld  to knowledge from 
another (Torrance, 1970, p. 89).
b. Encourage "cross-fertilization" of ideas (Stein,
1975, p. 2ii9).
c. Use "cross-fertilization"—listening to or talking 
with people in a f ie ld  different from students (DeBono, 
1971, p. 102).
31. Design and u t il iz e  exercises which strengthen verbal 
fluency.
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a. Design exercises to strengthen verbal fluency 
(Torrance, 1973, p. 23).
b. Deliberately teach verbal interactions (Derews 
& McGuire, 1965, p. 176).
c . Provide a c tiv it ie s  to emphasize feminine or verbal 
in terests (Gowan, et a l, 1967, p. 221),
32. Reward students appropriately and eagerly for any behavior 
which demonstrates inventiveness, honesty, and responsi­
b il i ty .
a. Readily and appropriately reward creative behavior 
(Segal, 1968, p . 231).
b. Provide an appropriate set of incentives and moti­
vational devices that reward creative endeavor 
(Michael, 1968, p. 1:8).
c. Legitimize and reward creative thinking (Massialas,
1967, p . 97).
33. Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  which allow free-wheeling 
of the imagination and encourage quantity to breed quality.
a. Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  (Stein, 1975, p. 26).
b. Encourage quantity so that quality i s  the result 
(Walkup, 1971, p . 92).
c . Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  (Treffinger, 1971, 
p. 128).
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d. Encourage development of a maximum number of ideas 
and prevent premature death of potentially good 
ideas; encourage quantity of ideas (Clawson, 1970, 
p. 88).
e . Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  (DeBono, 1971, p. 11^, 
3h, Continuously question and trouble students' minds by
using such techniques as redirecting original questions
and developing provocative situations.
a. Constantly probe and unsettle p iç i ls '  minds (Kneller,
1965, p. 81i).
b. Prod students by redirecting their original questions 
(Massialas, 1967, p. 97).
c . Use chance or provocative methods in order to intro­
duce discontinuity (DeBono, 1971, p. 9 l) .
d. Develop provocative situations about traditional 
actions or trends (DeVito, 1971, p. 230).
35. Coordinate learning rather than dispensing knowledge.
a. Use the tu torial system instead of the lecture 
(Kneller, 1965, p . 76).
b. Decrease teacher talk (Ifehan, 1973, p. 182).
c. Make teacher's role le ss  directive and more responsive 
(Suchman, 1967, p. 96) .
d. Teacher's role is  nondirective and should no longer be 
the undisputed authority on a l l  important matters 
(Massialas, 1967, p. 25).
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36. Incorporate different techniques which w il l  allow the 
students to perform autonomously as they search for 
new understanding.
a. Reward and encourage autonomy in the classroom 
(Williams, 1968, p. 367).
b. Grant more autonomy (MacKinnon, 1963, p. l 6h).
c . Use methods which permit pupils to  operate autono­
mously in their search for new understanding (Suchman,
1967, p. 9li).
37. Give te s ts  which contain simple completion items to en­
courage some transfer reca ll.
a. Give te s ts  of short completion questions which re­
quire students to transfer reca ll (Guilford, 1968, 
p. 39).
b. Use te sts  with simple completion items in which stu­
dents are granted conceivable freedom in their genera­
tion  of relatively  novel and imaginative answers 
(Michael, 1968, p. 236).
c . Give incomplete questions on te s ts  (Hughes, 1969, 
p. 79).
38. Relate the inventions of one individual to the accomplish­
ments of others.
a. Consciously relate the inventions of one person to what 
others are acconçlishing (Michael, 1968, p. 33).
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b. Relate the inventions of one person to what others 
are doing (Hausnan, 1968, p. 223).
c. Show students how others contemplate reorganization
or invent the future (Dereifs & McGuire, 196^, p. 177).
39. Provide each student with the opportunity to participate 
in a leadership role.
a. Develop the concept of shared leadership (Clark & 
Hansey, 1973, p. 69) .
b. Share poifer (Wight, 1971, p. 57).
c. Provide students with the opportunity to serve as 
leaders of small groups on various aspects of their 
ora problems, as w ell as in other assigned practice 
problems (Pames, 1966, p. 319).
d. Rotate the leadership role to motivate participation 
more fu lly  (Stein, 1975, p. 19U).
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PART I I I
A Discussion of the Lists of P.econmended 
Practices for Snhg.ncin.  ^ Creativity In Any 
Classroom and in a College of Education Classroom
Approximately 1000 practices for enhancing creativity in any 
classroom were identified  by the researcher throngh a review of over 
100 books, approximately 30 dissertation abstracts, and more than 200 
professional periodicals published since 196$. From this review, much 
repetition was observed by the researcher in the practices identified .
Some practices were identified  by the researcher over 1$ times 
in  the review; of the literatu re. These recommended practices for en­
hancing creativity  in aiqr classroom include the following: ■
1. Establish an atmosphere in which conformity i s  de­
emphasized.
2. Establish a non-threatening atmosphere where criticism  
i s  seldom used and in te llectu a l risks may be taken with­
out fear of penalties.
3. aicourage and welcome original ideas and questions.
li. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and a
great diversity of stim uli.
$. Allow students to get involved in tellectu a lly  by working 
out their own interests and se lf- in it ia te d  projects.
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6. Practice such methods as attribute lis t in g , checklists, 
and synectics.
7. Allow students to participate in  planning, organizing, 
and evaluating.
8. Maintain su ffic ien t f le x ib il ity  in  the classroom.
9. Provide problem-solving situations.
10. Organize small groups to more effective  teaching.
11, Plan brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  which encourage free-wheeling 
of the imagination.
Some practices were only found the minimum of three times by 
three authors. These included the following:
1. Maintain a competitive atmosphere.
2. Arrange the room comfortably so that participation of a l l  
students is  encouraged.
3. Tackle and solve problems of progressively greater 
d ifficu lty .
L. De-emphasize the concern for verbalization.
5. Provide an experimental or laboratory atmosphere.
6. Challenge students to the edge of frustration so that a l l  
of the talents of students are used.
7. Provide a c tiv it ie s  which strengthen verbal fluency.
8. Give te s ts  of short completion questions.
9. Relate the inventions of one person to the accanplishraents 
of others.
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'rile remaining 19 recommended nracticc" "-re identified by the 
researcher more than three times in the reviev o f the literature.
Most practices included in the opinionnaire submitted to the c:cpcrts 
uere suggested by seven to twelve different authors.
Four con flicts in recommended practices for enhancing creatii-ity  
in any classroom were identified by the researcher. Three of these 
practices were identified  by more than three authors and were submitted 
to the panel o f experts. The fourth recommended practice lis te d  be­
low did not meet the established criter ia .
1. Emphasize a c tiv itie s  which strengthen verbal fluency.
2. De-emphasize verbal fluency.
3. Provide many opportunities for small-group participation.
It. De-emphasize the use of group participation.
The researcher believed that some of the excluded practices 
may enhance creativ ity  in a college of education classroom: however, 
they did not meet the established cr iter ia . Recommended practices 
which the researcher would liked to have included in the opinionnaire 
submitted to the panel of experts are:
1. then possible, involve students in  some aspects of the 
instructor’s om research to involve them in the excite­
ment o f research.
This practice might encourage many capable students to 
continue th eir  studies beyond the undergraduate or master’s 
level. Working with real sc ien tific  problems might enhance 
creative thinking in the more able students.
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2. De-emphasize the reliance on textbooks.
Although many professors do rely  on other materials 
and methods, inclusion of th is practice would be meaning­
fu l for those who prefer to teach a specific tex t. Cross- 
fer tiliza tio n  of information can best be performed when the 
barriers are removed,
3. Free oneself from publishing and college committees enough 
to spend more time with students.
The researcher believed that publishing and college  
committees are important aspects of a professor’s career; 
however, such a c tiv it ie s  should not deprive the students 
of their opportunities to communicate with the professors. 
Professors can best understand students when time for in­
teraction beyond the classroom i s  provided.
ii. Ask questions, then wait for reflec tiv e  thinking.
The habit of reflective  thinking i s  an advantageous 
asset of a creative student according to the b e lie fs  of 
the researcher. I f  such a habit i s  to be developed, 
professors need to encourage reflec tiv e  thinking in their 
classrooms.
5. Consider humor as an important factor.
The researcher believed that when students and pro­
fessors are relaxed and an atmosphere of freedom, including 
humor, is  present, creative thinking may be evidenced more 
readily. Pressures from a threatening environment inhibit 
creativ ity  in many students,
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CHAPTER 17
Identification, Selection, and Roeponses 
Of 'Die Panel Of Ezcperts
To validate the content o f the l i s t  o f recomended practices 
for enhancing creativity in the college of education classroom, a 
panel of nine e:<pcrts were selected by the researcher. To be con­
sidered an ercpért in the fie ld  of creativity , each candidate was to 
be the author or editor o f a minimum of three books, a r tic les , and/ 
or reports directly related to creativity. Included in  this chapter 
is  a brief resume of each member of the panel followed by an analysis 
of their responses to the recommended practices for enhancing cre­
a tiv ity  in the college o f education classroom.
PAIÎT I
The Selected Panel of Experts
Dr. J. Paul Guilford, professor of psychology, emeritus, at the 
University of Southern California, has done much research in the area 
of intelligence and creativ ity . He i s  the author of many books in ­
cluding the following: The Nature of Human Ihtelligence; Creativity: 
Testing for Creativity; and Fundamental S ta tis tic s  in Psychologrv and 
Education. Among his artic les  that have been published are "Creativity" 
and "The Three Faces of Intellect" in The American Psychologist; and
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"Creativity: Reprospect and Prospect" in The Journal o f Creative Be­
havior. Dr. Guilford holds an undergraduate and master's degrees from 
the University of Nebraska and a Ph.D. from Cornell University. He 
was formerly an instructor of psychology at the University of I llin o is ,  
assistant professor of psychology at the University of Kansas, and 
associate professor at the University of Nebraska. Dr. Guilford is  
w ell known for h is model of the in te lle c t .
Dr. Paul Heist has done much research in the area of person­
a lity  theories and development among students in colleges and univer­
s i t ie s .  He has published such books as The Creative College Student 
and Educating for Creativity—A Modern I-ÿth?, and artic les  including 
"Personality and Scholarship" in Science and "Higher Education and 
Human Potentialities" in C. C. Thomas* Explorations in Human Poten­
t ia l i t i e s . Dr. Heist holds an undergraduate degree from Luther College, 
an M. A. from the University of I l l in o is , and an H. Ed. and Ph.D. from 
the University o f Minnesota. Among h is  past experiences, he has held 
the following positions: instructor o f educational psychology at
Carthage College; counselor of personnel, University of Minnesota: 
assistant professor and associate professor of psychology and director 
of the counseling center at Oregon State University; and associate re­
search psychologist at the Center for the Study of Higher Education and 
research psychologist at the Center o f Research and Development of 
Higher Education, University of California at Berkeley. Dr. Heist is  
presently professor of higher education and research psychologist and 
director of the Center of Research for Undergraduate Studies, University 
of California a t Berkeley.
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Dr. Donald VJ. MacKinnon has "been extensively involved in 
personality assessment, personality theory, and the psychology of 
human motivation emphasizing unconscious factors. He is  presently  
professor of psychology and director o f the Institute of Personality 
Assessment and Research at the University of California at Berkeley. 
He holds an A.B from Bowdoin College and an M.A and Ph.D. from 
Harvard University. Formerly, he has served in the following posi­
tions: instructor in psychology a t the University of Maine and
Harvard University; assistant professor, Bryn Maw College; and 
director, Station S ., Office of Strategic Services. Some of Dr. Mac­
Kinnon’s publications include Assessment of Men, Rroerimental Studies 
in Psychodynamics, "Fact and Fantasy in  Personality Research, " "The 
Mature and Nurture of Creative Talent," "Personality and the Reali­
zation of Creative Potential" in American Psychologist. His re­
search studies in  the f ie ld  of creativ ity  within as well as outside 
the f ie ld  of education makes Dr. MacKinnon a most valuable member 
of the panel of experts.
Dr. William B. Michael, a graduate of Los Angeles and the 
University of Southern California, is  professor of psychology and 
education at the University of Southern California. He has held 
various positions including: assistant professor, Princeton Uni­
versity; associate professor, San Jose State University; associate 
professor and professor of psychology and education at the University 
of Southern California; research associate for Rand Corporation; and
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chairman of the Department of Educational Psychology at the Univer­
s ity  of Southern California. Dr. Michael has been involved in 
research studies concerning factor analysis in aptitude testings, 
applications of analysis of variance to problems of experimental 
design in psychology, and applications of s ta t is t ic a l methods to 
te s t  construction and evaluation. Some of his publications which 
qualify him as an expert in creativity include: Teaching for
Creative Endeavor, Psychological Foundations of Learning and 
Teaching and Handbook of Research and Evaluation.
Dr. Sidney J . Pames, professor of Creative Studies at 
State University New York College a t Buffalo, has ivritten exten­
sively  in the area of creativ ity . Included in h is publications 
are: Creative Behavior Guidebook and Creative Behavior Workbook;
Creativity: Unlocking Human Potential; A Sourcebook for Creative
Thinking; and Toward Supersanity: Channeled Freedom. He has pre­
viously semed as f ie ld  supervisor o f distributive education at 
the University o f Pittsburgh and director of creative education 
at State University New York College at Buffalo. Presently, he 
serves as director of the Creative Problem-Solving Institute New 
York College, Buffalo, and president of the Creative Education 
Foundation. Dr. Pames has constructed useful materials for those 
interested in assessing creativity in  students.
Dr. James A. Snith, a graduate from Albany State and Syra­
cuse University, holds high credentials which qualify him as an
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expert in the f ie ld  of creativ ity . Dr. Smith has stated that many 
of his publications have focused upon the elementary school, but 
as a professor of education, many of h is suggestions for enhancing 
creativity  have proved beneficial for him in h is c lasses. His 
publications include: Creativity: Its  Nature and Nurture; Setting
Conditions for Creative Teaching in the SLementary School; Creative 
Teaching of Creative Arts in the KLementar}' School; and four addi­
tional "Creative Teaching" books covering language arts, social 
studies, reading and literature, and mathematics. Dr. Smith re­
cently retired as a professor of education at State University of 
Hew York College in Oswego. Other positions in which he has 
serv'ed include: president of the Board of Directors for the New
York State Council for Children; director of teacher preparation 
in early childhood and elementarj’' education; director of demon­
stration school; a demonstration teacher at Syracuse University 
and State University of New York College at Oneonta; teaching 
principal; and public school teacher.
Dr. Morris I . Stein, a graduate of City College Hew York 
and Harvard University, now serves as professor of psychology in 
the graduate school. New York University. He has previously 
served in the following positions: an assistant in psychology at
the education c lin ic , City College, New York; intern, Rockland 
State Hospital, Letchworth Village and State Boys School, New York; 
assistan t, psychology c lin ic . Harvard; research associate Community 
Psychaocoust Laboratory; sta ff psychologist. Veteran Administration
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anci Boston Mental Hygiene Clijiic; research associate and assistant 
professor of psychology, Chicago; assistant professor and associ­
ate professor: and director of the Research Center, Human Relations, 
Mew York University. Among Dr, S tein ’s publications are: The
Thematic Apperception Test; Methods in Personality Assessment; and 
Creativity and the Individual.
Dr. Calvin W. Taylor, professor of psychology at the Uni­
versity  of Utah, has been involved in  various types of research 
studies including the following areas: mental a b ilit ie s , especially
creative and communicative personality factors; the theory of psy­
chological measurements, contributing and working conditions of 
sc ien tists , physicians, and nurses; and teaching for multiple talents 
in classrooms. His professional experiences include such positions 
as junior occupational analyst and assistan t sta tistic ian  in the 
Occupational Analysis Division of the United States Federal Agency, 
Washington, D. C. He has also served as an instructor in psychology 
at the University of Utah. Dr, Taylor i s  the author of Architec­
tural Ps^Tchology, Climate for Creativity, and Bxploratory Research 
on Communications A bilities and Creative A b ilit ie s . His a r tic le , 
"Cultivating New Talents: A Way to Reach the Fducationally De­
prived" appeared in The Journal o f Creative Behavior.
Dr. S. Paul Torrance, a graduate of Mercer University, 
University of Minnesota, and University of Michigan, has accomplished 
much in the f ie ld  of creativity. His research involves studies in
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measurement and development of creative thinking a b il it ie s , teaching 
children to thirl: creatively, and group dynamic influences on cre­
ative behavior. Some of his publications are: Guiding tlrcative
Talent; Education and the Creative Potential: Rewarding Creative 
Behavior: Encouraging Creativity in the Classroom, plus approxi­
mately 500 others. Well Icnown for his tests of creativity, he re­
ceived an award for his outstanding work on creativity by the 
Rational Association of Gifted Children in 1967. Rr, Torrar.ee is  
presently chairman of the Department of Educational Psychologj’’ 
at the University of Georgia.
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PART I I
A n a ly s is  o f  R esp onses o f  the P anel o f  £ -x ie r ts  t o  
th e  Recomnended P r a c t ic e s  for  Enhancing C r e a t iv i t y
After the 39 recoimended practices for enhancing creativity  in 
the classroom were placed in opinionnaire fom at, the l i s t ,  along 
with a le tter  of explanation, was mailed to each of the nine selected  
experts (Appendix A ) .  The panel of experts was requested to react 
to the 39 recommended practices as to their degree of appropriateness, 
inappropriateness, or appropriateness with modifications for use in 
a college of education classroom.
R esp on ses t o  th e  l i s t  o f  recommended p r a c t i c e s  w ere o b ta in e d  
from a l l  o f  th e  n in e  e x p e r t s .  L i s t s  w ere com p iled  b y  th e  r e s e a r c h e r  
t o  i d e n t i f y  th o s e  recommended p r a c t ic e s  a g reed  upon b y  more than  
t w o - t h ir d s  a s  a p p r o p r ia te  f o r  a c o l le g e  o f  e d u c a t io n  c la s sr o o m .
Experts were requested to respond to the applicability of each 
recommended practice in a college of education classroom by u tiliz in g  
the Likert Scale (strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, and 
strongly disagree). These resu lts were reported in Table 1. Column B 
indicates the percentage of the panel which agreed ( strongly agreed 
and agreed) with each recommended practice.
Of the 39 recommended practices to which experts responded to 
their applicability  in a college of education classroom, one practice 
was strongly agreed upon by 100  ^ of the experts. This practice stated
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TABl.E T
Summary/ o f Responses of Panel of Nine Experts
A B C D E F G
Recommended P e rc e n t o f S tro n g ly S tro n g ly
P r a c t i c e P an e l o f  E x p e rts A gree A gree U ndecided D isag ree D isag ree
Number A greeing
1 78 5 2 0 1 1
2 78 3 h 2 0 1
3 *  22 0 2 3 0
U 89 U 1* 0 1 0
5 89 5 3 0 1 0
6 100 7 2 0 0 0
7 100 5 h 0 0 0
8 100 7 2 0 0 0
9 89 6 2 0 0 1
10 *  67 3 3 1 1 1
11 *  67 3 3 2 1 0
12 ■if- 67 6 0 1 ? 0
13 if- 67 5 1 3 0 0
1U 100 8 1 0 0 0
iS 100 5 h 0 0 0
16 -is^ 56 1 u 1 3 0
17 100 8 1 0 0 0
18 100 9 0 0 0 0
19 89 8 0 1 0 0
Vj J
*  -  D e le te d  a s  an in a p p ro p r ia te  p r a c t i c e  f o r  enhancing  c r e a t i v i t y  in  a  c o l le g e  o f  e d u c a tio n  
c la ss ro o m .
TABLK I
Summary o f Response:s o f  pLinol o f  Nine E x p erts
A R G D R P G
Recommended P e rc e n t  o f S tro n g ly S tro n g ly
P r a c t i c e P an e l o f  R uperts Agree Agree U ndecided D isag ree D isag ree
Number A greeing
20 89 6 2 0 1 0
21 89 6 2 0 1 0
22 100 5 it 0 0 0
23 78 3 il 2 0 0
2li 100 it 5 0 0 0
25 89 3 5 1 0 0
26 89 6 2 1 0 0
27 78 it 3 2 0 0
28 100 5 il 0 0 0
29 89 5 3 1 0 0
30 100 6 3 0 0 0
31 78 7 0 1 1 0
32 89 7 1 O 1 0
33 89 5 ? 1 1 0
3h 89 5 3 0 0 1
35 •!:- 67 3 3 1 1 1
36 100 8 1 0 0 0
37 1 3 2 2 1
38 iih 1 3 il 0 1
39 78 3 il 1 1 0
-  D e le te d a s  an In a p p ro p r ia te  p r a c t i c e  fo r enhanc i.tip r r e a t i v i t .y  in  a c o l le g e  o f e d u c a tio n
classro o m
that professors should provide opportunities for students to get in­
volved in tellectu ally  and emotionally by working out their own 
interests and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
Four of the recommended practices were strongly agreed upon 
for their applicability in a college of education classroom by 89  ^
of the experts. The remaining 11/? agreed to their applicability.
1. Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a l l  students,
2. Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses.
3. Stress the transferring of training by experiencing 
various sensory and inventive methods.
h. Incorporate different techniques which w ill allow the 
students to perform autonomously as they search for 
new understanding.
Two recommended practices were strongly agreed upon as 
appropriate in a college of education classroom by seven experts.
Two of the experts agreed to their applicability, thereby indicating 
100  ^ agreement to the practices.
1, Allow the students to refuse to accept the known as 
their goal and encourage them to reach beyond toward 
the unknown,
2. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and 
a great diversity of stimuli.
Sixty-seven percent of the experts strongly agreed to one 
recommended practice while the remaining 33  ^ agreed to i t s  applicability.
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Experts believed that professors should encourage "cross-fertilization"  
by relating knowledge from one f ie ld  to knowledge from another.
Four recommended practices were strongly agreed upon by ^6% 
of the experts. The remaining kh$ agreed to the applicability  of 
these practices in a college of education classroom.
1. Gain self-confidence and improve s k ills  by solving 
problems of progressively greater d ifficu lty .
2. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder and paradoxes.
3. Maintain sufficient f le x ib ility  in methods, 
materials, content, and grouping.
U. Challenge students by providing various and meaning­
fu l assignments and observe the outcomes.
One recommended practice received 100  ^ agreement by the panel 
of experts. Four experts strongly agreed to the appropriateness of 
the practice in a college of education classroom while five  experts 
agreed with the practice: Provide problem-solving situations by 
applying problem-solving principles—developing various hypotheses 
and searching for alternative methods.
Opinions of the experts were quite dispersed on some of the 
recommended practices. Although 78% agreed to the applicability  of 
the follo>ri.ng practices in a college of education classroom, 22% 
disagreed to their applicability:
1. Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and 
the students are free from conformity.
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2. Establish a psychologically secinie) non-threatening, 
and supportive a biosphere where criticism  is  seldom 
used and risks can be taken without fear cf penalties; 
eliminate competition for grades.
Although two recommended practices were agreed upon by 
of the participating experts, 11$ strongly disagreed with 
their inclusion. The following practices demonstrate this wide 
dispersion of opinions from the experts:
1. A ssist students in developing a particular style  
which f i t s  their personality by individualizing 
instruction.
2. Continuously question and trouble students’ minds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations.
As displayed in Table 1, nine of the recommended practices 
were eliminated as being inappropriate for enhancing creativity in  
a college of education classroom. These nine practices were:
1. Maintain an atmosphere which i s  competitive.
A competitive atmosphere in a college of edu­
cation classroom was considered inappropriate by 
78$ o f the experts. One of the experts stated that 
while competition may be stimulating for some students, 
he was undecided as to how effective  the technique 
might be for college students. Another expert be­
lieved  that competition has tifo sides, not being
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seen siTiilarly by a ll .  Some experts were undecided 
as to the appropriateness of th is practice, but one 
expert suggested that students in a college of edu­
cation should learn to be cooperative as well as 
competitive.
2. Serve as a model which the students can challenge or 
imitate and improve upon.
One expert who disagreed with this practice sug­
gested that professors act more human. He believed 
that students w ill try harder without feeling intimi­
dated in their work i f  they observe professors’ errors. 
Thirty-three percent of the experts considered th is  
recommended practice as inappropriate in a college of 
education classroom.
3. Understand students empathetically and motivate than 
through listen ing and a real presence of mind.
To understand students empathetically and motivate 
them through listen ing was considered Jargon by one ex­
pert. He indicated the im possibility of th is practice 
when there may be as many as 30 students in  the c lass­
room. Sixty-seven percent of the experts approved of 
this practice in the college of education classroom.
li. De-emphasize the concern for verbalization.
The concern for verbalization should be emphasized 
according to some of the experts. One concern was that
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the degree of verbalization should depend upon the 
particular situation. This practice was deleted from 
the l i s t  of suggestions submitted to the faculty mem­
bers and graduate students since only of the experts 
considered i t  applicable for a college of education 
classroom.
5. Coordinate learning rather than dispense knowledge.
Tifo experts reported that both the coordination 
of learning and the dispensing of knowledge are im­
portant practices for enhancing creativ ity  in a college 
of education classroom. The suggestion was made by one 
expert to replace the idea of coordinating learning 
with coordinating thinking. He stated that learning is  
a "low-down conception practice." This practice was 
considered inappropriate in a college of education 
classroom by 33p of the participating experts.
6. Give te s ts  which contain simple cm pletion items to 
encourage some transfer reca ll.
The recommended practice concerned with tests  
containing simple corpletion items was considered as an 
inappropriate practice by $6% of the panel of experts. 
One of the experts commented that the statement was too 
vague. He believed that some testing is  necessary, that 
creativity  is  often based upon facts.
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7. Relate the inventions of one individual to the 
acconplishments of others.
Sone mgnbers of the panel indicated their dis­
approval o f relating iff/entions of one individual to 
the accorrolishpents of others. Tvo of the experts 
suggested that such a practice should be used cau­
tiously  because students r’ay be discouraged by i t s  
use. The recomended practice was considered 
appropriate by h'i'J of the panel of experts. 33/^  
disagreed with i t s  use, and 72  ^ were undecided.
B rin g  s tu d e n ts  to  t h e  Im owledge o f  s e l f - a c t u a l i z a t i o n  
b y  a s s i s t i n g  th en  in  id e n t i f y in g  t h e i r  own s t r e n g t h s  
and l i m i t a t i o n s .
A lthou gh  s i x  o f  th e  e x p e r ts  a g reed  w it h  t h i s  
r e c o m e n d e d  p r a c t i c e ,  th e r e  was son e d is a g r e e n e n t .
One received cement was that students shouD.d be 
brought to the "experience" rather than the "knowledge" 
of self-actualization . I t  was also f e l t  that students’ 
strengths and lim itations are potentially almost un­
lim ited.
9. Plan course work in  a fashion which encourages the 
growth of a wholesome skepticism and curiosity.
Some in d e c i s io n  and d isagreem en t o f  t h i s  recom ­
mended p r a c t i c e  w as i d e n t i f i e d  by th e  r e s e a r c h e r .  An
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idea ercpressed by an expert was the g u llib ility  of 
encouraging "skepticism" and "curiosity" in students.
Another opinion expressed by one expert involved the 
concept that college may be too la te  to develop cre­
a tiv ity  in most students.
To show the degree of agreement among the selected panel of 
experts, information was presented in Table 2. For interpretation of 
the resu lts, the following categories were devised by the researcher:
Greater than 90^
75 -  90^
50 -  M  
Less than 5C^
Those nine practices which f e l l  below the $Oth percentile were 
considered to be inappropriate for the enhancement of creativity in a 
college of education classroom. One of the nine deleted recommended 
practices f e l l  within the 1st quartile: maintain an atmosphere which 
is  competitive.
The 30 practices ipon which more than two-thirds of the selected  
panel o f experts agreed were placed in the form of an opinionnaire.
This l i s t  o f suggestions of practices (Appendix B) was then reacted 
upon by 20 faculty members and 5l3 graduate students in the College 
of Education at East Carolina University, Greenville, îlorth Carolina.
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TABLE 2
D egrees o f  E x p e r ts ' Agreem ent t o  Recommended P r a c t ic e s
A B c D E
Greater Less
Reccmnended Than 73 -  90^ So -  lh% Than
Practices 90^ So^
1 X
2 X
3 X
il X
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X
9 X
10 X
11 X
12 X
13 X
111 X
IS X
16 X
17 X
13 X
19 X
20 X
21 X
22 X
23 X
2h X
2$ X
26 X
27 X
28 X
29 X
30 X
31 X
32 X
33 X
3li X
3S X
36 X
37 X
38 X
39 X
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CHAPTER V
Identification and IHscnssion of 
Participating University and Faculty î-!embers
This chapter which is  concerned with the identification of 
the participating university and i t s  faculty members, w ill  be divided 
into ttfo parts. F irst, a description of East Carolina University and 
the College of Education w ill be presented, and; second, a discussion 
of participating faculty members ivith an analysis of their responses to 
the applicability of the suggestions of practices to a college of edu­
cation classroom w ill be included.
PART I
Identification of the Participating University
East Carolina University, located in  Greenville, North 
Carolina, i s  a state institu tion  which offers training in education 
and the lib eral arts. Since i t  was chartered in 1907, East Carolina 
University has moved from a normal school to a multi-purpose university. 
Graduate programs were authorized in 1929, and the sixth-year certi­
fication  programs became available in 1969. Higher education in North 
Carolina was restructured in 1971, making East Carolina University one 
of the sixteen constituent parts of the University of North Carolina.
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At East Carolina University, 60  ^ of the faculty members 
hold doctorates, jhrollment i s  approximately 13,000. The univer­
s ity  i s  accredited by the Southern Association, the NCAT3, and 
other associations relating to the various schools.
The College of Education at East Carolina University offers  
undergraduate and graduate degrees in counseling education, edu­
cational administration and supervision, elementary education, 
secondary education and special education. A sixth year of prepa­
ration for principals, curriculum instructional sp ecia lists , and 
superintendents is  also offered.
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PART II  
Faculty Members and cn 
Analysis of Responses
To be a participant in this research project, a faculty  
mmber was to neat specific criteria established by the researcher. 
F irst, a nehber had to hold the rank of an assistant professor, 
associate professor, or professor in the College of Education at 
East Carolina Universtiy. Second, each oualifplng member had to be 
teaching at least one l+OO-level graduate course on campus during the 
1/76-77 -Tinter term.
The 20 participating faculty members were requested to respond 
to the applicability of the l i s t  of suggestions of practices for en­
hancing creativity in a college of education classroom (Appendi:-: 3 ). 
Their responses were conçiled and reported in Table 3* Column 3 
indicates the percentage of the faculty members which agreed (strongly 
agreed and agreed) m th each suggestion of practices. As indicated 
in Table 3, twenty-one of the practices were considered applicable for 
the enhancement of creativity in a college of education classroom 
more than 90% of the participating faculty members. Thirteen of the 
practices were considered appropriate by 100,1 of the faculty members.
Although indecision >ras low for most suggestions of practices, 
of the faculty members were undecided about one practice: occa­
sionally  challenge students to  the edge of frustration so that they
12$
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TABLE 3
Suimnary o f  F a cu lty  Responses
A B 0 D E F G H
% s t r o n g l y s t r o n g l y
P r a c t i c e C o l . A g r e e A g r e e U n d e c id e d D is a g r e e D is a g r e e T o t a l
1 & 2 N o . N o . % N o . % N o . % N o . % R e s p o n s e s
1 9 0 6 . 3 0 12 .6 0 1 .O S 0 1 .O S 20
2 9S 12 .6 0 7 .3 S 0 - 0 — 1 .O S 2 0
3 1 0 0 1S .7 S S .2 S 0 - 0 - 0 — 2 0
h 1 0 0 16 .9 0 2 .1 0 0 - 0 0 _ 2 0
5 7 0 8 .h o 6 .3 0 U .2 0 2 .1 0 0 — 2 0
6 100 .7 0 6 .3 0 0 - 0 0 _ 20
7 9S l l i . 7 0 S .2 S 1 .O S 0 - 0 — 2 0
8 9 0 10 .S o 6 . l |0 2 .1 0 0 _ 0 _ 2 0
9 1 0 0 l i i . 7 0 6 .3 0 0 - 0 — 0 _ 20
10 1 0 0 12 .6 0 8 .U o 0 — 0 « 0 — 20
11 1 0 0 1U .7 0 6 .3 0 0 - 0 — 0 — 20
12 1 0 0 9 • US 11 .S S 0 - 0 — 0 _ 2 0
13 8 S 9 .U S 8 .llO 3 .iS 0 0 _ 2 0
9 S 11 .S S 8 .U o 1 .O S 0 - 0 _ 20
IS 9S 1I4 . 7 0 S .2 S 1 .O S 0 — 0 _ 20
16 10 0 IS • 7S S .2 S 0 - 0 _ 0 20
17 9S 7 .3 S 12 .6 0 1 .O S 0 - 0 _ 20
18 9 0 10 .SO 8 .UO 2 .1 0 0 _ 0 20
19 9 0 9 .U S 9 .us 1 .os 1 .O S 0 — 20
20 100 S o2S 111 .7 0 1 .OS 0 0 2 0
ro
TATHl,;*; 3
Summary o f  F a cu lty  Reaponaoa
A B c D E F G II
P ra ctice
%
Col.
stron g ly
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree
Strongly
D isagree T otal
1 & 2 No. % No, % No, % No. % No. Responses
21 n5 3 .15 6 .30 9 .1)5 2 ,10 0 20
22 100 10 .50 10 .50 0 w. 0 0 20
23 95 8 .Uo 9 .1)5 3 ,15 0 - , 0 __ 20
2h 100 lh .70 6 .30 0 » 0 0 20
25 95 11 .55 8 .ho 1 ,05 0 0 20
26 80 9 .145 7 .35 3 .15 1 ,05 0 20
27 100 8 .ho 12 .60 0 — 0 — 0 20
28 80 8 .ho 8 .ho 3 .15 1 .05 0 20
29 100 8 .ho 12 .60 0 - 0 0 20
30 95 13 .65 6 .30 1 .05 0 — 0 20
may u t il iz e  a l l  of their talents. Fifteen percent of partic i­
pating faculty members were undecided about the following practices:
1. Stress the transferring of training by experiencing 
various sensory and inventive methods.
2. Involve students in a c tiv it ie s  consisting of incom­
plete data for determining solutions.
3. Retfard students appropriately and eagerly for any 
behavior which demonstrated inventiveness.
ii. Continuously question and trouble students’ minds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations.
Disagreement among the faculty members to the applicability  
of the suggestions of practices for the enhancement of creativity in  
a college of education classroom was low. The highest degree of disa­
greement was 10^  on two practices.
1. Allow the students to refuse to  accept the known as 
their goal and encourage them to reach beyond toirard 
the unknovm.
2. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of frus­
tration so that they may u t il iz e  a l l  of their talents.
Table h was then developed which indicated the agreenents o f  
faculty members to the following degree:
Greater than 90^
75 - 90^
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50 - ih%
Less than 5C^
As indicated in Table h, faculty neriers rated 21 of the suggestions 
of practices within the ninth decile. One suggestion of practice 
for enhancing creativity  in a college o f education rated below the 
50th percentile: allow the students to refuse to accept the knci-.Ti
as their goal and encourage them to reach beyond toward the unknoi-m. 
One suggestion f e l l  within the 3rd quartile: occasionally challenge 
students to the edge of frustration so that they may u t iliz e  a l l  of 
their talents. One suggestion was strongly agreed upon by 90  ^ of 
the participating faculty members: arrange the classroom comfortable 
so that students are encouraged to be more active participants.
The ranking of the 30 suggestions of practices for' enhancing 
creativ ity  in a college of education classroom were identified on 
Table 5. Rankings were obtained according to the number of points 
that each practice received. A weighted scale was u tilized  by the 
researcher when determining to ta l points for each suggestion. To rank 
these practices according to faculty agreement, points were assigned 
to each of the five degrees:
SCALE VALUE
Strongly agree +2
Agree +1
Undecided 0
Disagree -1
Strongly disagree -2
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TABLE il
Degrees of Faculty Ifembers’ Agreement to 
Suggestions of Practices
A B c D E
Suggestion Greater Less
of Than 75 -  90^ 50 -  I\x% Than
Practices 9(% 50^
1 X
2 X
3 X
il X
5
6 X
7 X
8 X
9 X
10 X
11 X
12 X
13 X
111 X
15 X
16 X
17 X
18 X
19 X
20 X
21
22 X
23 X
2ii X
25 X
26 X
27 X
28 X
29 X
30 X
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The complete l i s t  of suggestions of practices as ranked by 
assistant professors, associate professors, and professors i s  presented 
in Appendix 5. Results of the weighted rankings altered the position 
of some practices within the l i s t  of suggestions of practices for en­
hancing creativity in  a college of education classroom, although 
insign ificantly  in most cases. The position of one practice was 
notably changed: provide opportunities for students to practice 
deferred judgment. These differences occurred because of the weighting 
placed upon the extreme agreements or disagreements.
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%TABLE ^
W eighted Banking o f  F a c u l ty  Members' 
rtosponses to the Suggestione of Practices
1 2 3 ll 5
P ractice Times
No.
2
P ts ,
Times 1 
No. P ts .
Times 0 
No. P ts .
Times
No.
-  1 
P ts .
Times
No.
-  2 
P ts .
T otal
P oin ts
Rank
1 6 12 12 12 1 0 0 0 1 -  2 22 28
2 12 2h 7 7 0 0 0 0 1 -  2 29 15
3 15 30 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 2
k 18 36 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 1
g 8 16 6 6 1| 0 2 -2 0 0 20 29
6 1h 28 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 3li 3
7 1h 28 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 33 7
8 10 20 8 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 28 17
9 111 28 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 3li 3
10 12 2h 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 9
11 1U 28 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 31, 3
12 9 18 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 15
13 9 18 0 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 26 21
1h 11 22 8 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 30 11
111 20 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 33 7
16 15 30 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 11
17 7 111 12 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 26 21
18 10 20 8 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 26 17
TABLE S
W eighted Ranking o f  F a c u l ty  Membery' 
R esponses to  th e  S u g g e s tio n s  o f  P r a c t ic e s
1 2 3 1| 5
P ractice
Times
No.
1 2 
P ts .
Times 1 
No. P ts.
Times 0 
No. P ts .
Times -  1 
No. P ts .
Times
No.
-  2 
P ts .
T otal
Points Rank
19 9 16 9 9 1 0 1 -  1 0 0 26 21
20 10 111 111 1 0 0 0 0 21, 26
21 3 6 6 6 9 0 2 -  2 0 0 10 30
22 10 20 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 30 11
23 8 16 9 9 3 0 0 0 0 2$ 2li
2h 1U 28 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 3li 3
2$ 11 22 8 8 1 0 0 0 0 30 11
26 9 18 7 7 3 0 1 -  1 0 0 25 21,
27 8 16 12 12 0 0 0 0 0 28 17
28 8 16 8 8 3 0 1 -  1 0 0 23 27
29 8 16 12 12 0 0 0 0 0 28 17
30 13 26 6 6 1 0 0 0 0 32 9
CH/'.PTER VT 
Particips-ting Students and An 
Analysis of Their Responses
This chapter presents information about the selection of 
students responding to the l i s t  of suggestions of practices for en­
hancing creativity in a college of education classroom. An analysis 
of their responses to the opinionnaire w il l  also be discussed.
To be a respondent to the opinionnaire. one had to be a 
graduate student enrolled during the winter term, 1976-77, in at 
least one of the liCO-level graduate courses taught by a partici­
pating assistant professor, associate professor, or professor at 
Hast Carolina University. I f  a student were enrolled in more than 
one of the qualifying classes, he or she was exempt from further 
participation in the study.
A schedule of class participation in the opinionnaire was 
cooperatively arranged by the College of Education during the week 
of January 17-21, 1977. A ll classes were v isited  by the researcher 
or her assistant during th is pre-arranged 30-minute block of a llotted  
class time. During this time $13 graduate students were requested to  
react to the l i s t  of suggestions of practices for enhancing creativity  
In a college of education classroom by marking their opinions to the 
Likert Scale of strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.
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Response sheets were originally tabulated by individual 
classes, then summarized by the tota l number of classes (Table 6). 
Sums were provided for each of the 30 suggestions of practices 
for enhancing creativ ity  in a college of education classroom.
Sub-totals for each of the five  degrees of agreement were 
also provided. From the sub-totals for each suggestion of practices, 
percentages were obtained. Sub-totals for strongly agree and agree 
were combined to reach a percentage of student agreement for each 
suggestion of practice as indicated in  Column B of Table 6. Re­
sponses of graduate students to the l i s t  of suggestions of practices 
were quite diversified. Two suggestions of practices were strongly 
agreed upon (greater than 60^):
1. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and 
a great diversity of stimuli (63^ .
2. Arrange the classrocm comfortably so that students 
are encouraged to be more active participants (6^^).
Data in Table 6 indicates that greater than 1$  ^ of the 5l3 
participating graduate students disagreed with the applicability of 
some practices in a college of education classroom. These prac­
tices  include the following:
1. Occasionally challenge students to  the edge of frus­
tration so that they may u t il iz e  a l l  of their talents
(3^^.
2, Establish an atmosphere in  which the teacher and stu­
dents are free from conformity (17^).
13$
TADLR 6
Summary o f  Responses o f  Gradua be Students
A B 0 D 1S F 0 H
S u g g estio n
o f
P r a c t ic e
% o f  
S tu d e n ts  
A greeing
s t r o n g ly  
A gree 
No. 56
A gree 
No. %
U ndecided 
No. %
D isag ree  
No. %
S tro n g ly  
D isag ree  
No. %
T o ta l
R esponses
1 71 Ili2 28 219 2,3 63 12 76 15 13 2 513
2 75 199 39 101, 36 57 11 59 11 111 3 513
3 9h 270 53 210 2,1 22, 5 9 2 0 0 513
k 95 331 65 155 30 18 2, 7 1 2 0 513
68 123 2h 225 2,2, 121 22, 32 6 12 2 513
6 9h 220 2,3 259 51 23 1, 10 2 1 0 513
7 97 32), 63 173 31, 11 2 5 1 0 0 513
8 79 183 36 223 1,3 60 13 35 7 1, 1 513
9 91 253 2,9 215 1,2 29 6 15 3 1 0 513
10 95 229 2,5 255 50 17 3 11 2 1 0 513
11 95 206 56 199 39 22 1, 6 1 0 0 513
12 93 251 2,9 226 2,2, 31 6 5 1 0 0 513
13 83 170 33 259 50 70 11, 11, 3 0 0 513
12* 81 177 32, 22j1 2,7 83 16 10 2 2 0 513
15 95 22,9 2,9 231, 1,6 20 1, 9 2 1 0 513
16 93 279 52, 201 39 ■ 20 5 5 1 0 0 513
17 80 187 36 225 2,2, 77 15 23 1, 1 0 513
18 89 185 36 271 53 1,9 10 0 2 0 0 513
TABLE 6
Sumnuii’y  o f  Hesponyes o f  Graduate Students
A B n D 15 F G H
Suggestion
o f
P ractice
% o f  
Students 
Agreeing
stro n g ly  
Agree 
No. %
Agree 
No. %
Undecided 
No. %
Disagree 
No. %
Strongly  
Disagree 
No. %
Total
Responses
19 86 217 1»2 221» 1)1» 1»1 8 29 6 2 0 513
20 69 101 20 251 1»9 i5o 29 9 2 2 0 513
21 ho 62 12 11»2 28 131 26 137 27 1»1 8 513
22 90 183 36 279 51» 36 7 13 3 2 0 513
23 68 110 21 2l»0 1»7 107 21 1»9 10 7 1 513
2h 91 2l»6 1»8 219 1»3 1»!» 9 3 1 1 0 513
25 92 236 1»6 235 1»6 31 6 10 2 1 0 513
26 8U 196 38 236 1»6 56 11 21» 5 1 0 513
27 85 200 39 231» 1,6 53 10 23 1» 3 1 513
28 55 88 17 191» 38 128 25 73 11» 30 6 513
29 8L 150 29 283 55 62 12 11» 3 1» 1 513
30 81» 2l»8 I48 187 36 55 11 22 1» 1 0 513
Va)
3. Continuously question and trouble students' minds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations 
(20^ ) .
To indicate the agreements of the $13 participating gradu­
ate students, Table 7 was developed. The following categories were 
designed by the researcher to present the results:
Greater than 90^
7$ -  90^
$0 -
Less than $C^
As indicated in Table 7, agreements of the $13 graduate 
students to the l i s t  of suggestions of practices varied more than 
those of faculty members. Students rated the following five sug­
gestions of practices for enhancing creativity  in a college of 
education classroom between $0 and 7li :^
1. Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and the 
students are free from conformity.
2. Provide opportunities for students to practice deferred 
judgment.
3 . Involve the students in a c tiv itie s  consisting of incom­
p lete data.
ll. Continuously question and trouble students' minds by 
using such techniques as redirecting original questions 
and developing provocative situations.
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TABLE 7
D egrees o f  S tu d e n ts ’ Agreement to
The Suggestions of Practices
A B C D E
Suggestions Greater Less
of Than 75 - 90;s 50 - 711::; Than
Practices 90g 50^
1 X
2 X
3 z
il Vik
5 X
6 X
7 X
6 X
0
10
X
X
11 X
12 X
13 X
111 X
13 X
16 X
17 X
Id X
19 X
20 X
21 X
22 X
23 X
2ii X
25 X
26 X
27 X
23 X
29 X
30 X
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$. Allow the students to refuse to accept the known as 
their goal and encourage then to reach beyond the 
unknown.
Only one suggestion of practices received less  than 
Graduate students did not believe that professors should challenge 
students to the edge of frustration so that they nay u tiliz e  a l l  
of their ta lents.
According to the information presented in Tables 6 and 7, 
twelve suggestions o f  practices received greater than 90$ agree­
ment from the participating graduate students. The following 
suggestions were considered most applicable to a college of edu­
cation classroom in which creativity is  enhanced:
1. Maintain an appropriate balance between freedom and 
control (9li$).
2. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are 
encouraged to be more active participants (95$)*
3- Gain self-confidence and improve sk ills  by solving 
problems of progressively greater complexity (9li$).
il. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and 
a great d iversity of stimuli (97$).
$. Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a l l  stu­
dents (91$).
6 . Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes (99$).
7. Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses (99$).
IllO
8. Provide opportunities for the students to get in­
volved in tellectu a lly  and emotionally by working out 
their own interests and se lf- in it ia te d  projects (93%)•
9» involve students in such tasks as planning, organizing, 
communicating, decision-making, evaluating, and other 
knom sk ills  {9$%)»
10. I^aintain su fficien t f le x ib il ity  in methods, materials, 
content, and grouping {93%)»
11. Encourage "cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge 
from one f ie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld  (91,1).
12. Design and u t iliz e  erercises which strengthen verbal 
fluency (921).
The l i s t  of suggestions of practices for enhancing■creativity  
in a college of education classroom were ranked according to the 
to ta l points obtained. To rank these practices according to student 
agreauent, a scale value which identified  points to be assigned to 
each of the fiv e  degrees was used îy  the researcher.
SCALE VALUE
Strongly agree +2
Agree +1
Undecided 0
Disagree -1
Strongly disagree -2
lltl
Results o f the weighted ranking altered the position of 
sone practices within the l i s t  of suggestions of practices, although 
insignificantly in most cases. The position of practice 29 was 
unusually changed; incoiporate different techniques which : â l l  
allow the students to perform autonomously as they search for new 
understanding (Table 8 ) . These differences occur because of the 
weighting placed upon the extreme agreements or disagreements.
Practice 21 received more negative responses: occasionally 
challenge students- to the edge of frustration so that they may u t i­
l iz e  a l l  of their ta len ts. I-iany students indicated to the researcher 
that too much pressure caused unnecessary anxieties and did not 
cause them to u t iliz e  more of th eir ta len ts.
Practice 20 received an unusually high number of undecided 
responses. I t  may be inferred that many students fa iled  to under­
stand the item since the researcher was often asked by the respond­
ents the definition of deferred judgments.
Students tended to rate practice seven considerably higher 
than most suggestions of practices for enhancing creativity  in a 
college of education classroom. A desire to be presented a great 
diversity of stimuli and net; experiences was motivating to the gradu­
ate students.
A significant number of indecisions were indicated on practice 
28 : continuously question and trouble students ' minds by using tech­
niques as redirecting original questions and developing provocative
12|2
GTABLE 0
W eighted llanlcing o f  S tu d e n ts ' Responses 
To th e  S u g g es tio n s  o f  P i 'a c t ic e s
1 2 3 1+ 5
P ractice Time g No.
2
P ts .
Times 1 
No. P ts .
Times
No.
0
P ts.
Times
No.
1 -  1 
P ts.
Times
No.
1 -  2 
P ts.
Total
Points Rank
1 1U9 299 219 219 63 0 76 -  76 13 -  26 568 25
2 199 398 181+ 181+ 57 0 59 -  59 lli -  28 613 21
3 270 5U0 210 210 21+ 0 9 -  9 0 0 759 5
h 331 662 155 155 10 0 7 -  7 2 -  li 820 2
123 21+6 225 225 121 0 32 -  32 12 -  2li 1+79 27
6 220 lUiO 259 259 23 0 10 -  10 1 -  2 707 12
7 32U 61+8 173 173 11 0 5 -  5 0 0 826 1
8 183 366 223 223 68 0 35 -  35 li -  0 616 20
9 253 506 215 215 29 0 i5 -  l5 1 -  2 731+ 8
10 229 li58 255 255 17 0 11 -  11 1 -  2 752 6
11 286 572 199 199 22 0 6 -  6 0 0 777 3
12 251 502 226 226 31 0 5 -  5 0 0 733 9
13 170 3liO 259 259 70 0 Hi -  11+ 0 0 613 21
Hi 177 351i 21+1 21+1 83 0 10 -  10 2 -  li 601 23
15 2U9 U98 23U 23li 20 0 9 -  9 1 -  2 739 7
16 279 558 201 201 26 0 5 -  5 0 0 761+ li
17 187 37li 225 225 77 0 23 -  23 1 -  2 620 19
18 185 370 271 271 1+9 0 8 -  8 0 0 61+9 18
TABLE 8
Wei gh tod  ilanking o f  SLudenbs' Heopcoaes 
To th e  S uggentionn  o f  PraoLLco;!
3
P ractice Times 2 No. P ts .
Times 1 
No * P ts .
Times 0 
No. P ts .
Times -  1 
No. P ts .
Times -  2 
No. P ts.
Total
Points lianlc
19 217 k3h 221; 22U 1;1 0 29 -  29 2 h 603 11;
20 101 202 2^1 2^1 150 0 9 -  9 2 - 1; 1;58 20
21 62 I 2U 1);2 Il;2 131 0 137 -137 1;1 - 02 321 30
22 183 366 279 279 36 0 13 -  13 2 - 1; 651; 15
23 110 220 2U0 2l;0 107 0 h9 -  1;9 7 - 11; 1;95 26
2h 2U6 U92 219 219 lih 0 3 -  3 1 - 2 712 11
2$ 236 U72 23^ 235 31 0 10 -  10 1 - 2 715 10
26 196 392 236 236 56 0 21; -  21; 1 - 2 65o 17
27 200 IlUO 23ii 23U 53 0 23 -  23 3 - 6 651 16
28 08 176 191; 191; 128 0 73 -  73 30 - 60 383 29
29 li^O 300 283 283 62 0 11; -  11; li - 8 589 2h
30 2U0 U96 187 187 55 0 22 - 22 1 — 2 703 13
situations. F ifty-five percent agreed to i t s  appropriateness and 
20% considered the practice to be inappropriate for enhancing 
creativ ity  in a college of education classroom. This suggestion 
of a practice, as many students indicated to the researcher, causes 
unnecessary pressures and anxieties.
Although no practices were to ta lly  agreed upon by respond­
ents as appropriate ones for enhancing creativity in a college of 
education classroom, only of the students considered s ix  of the
practices as inappropriate. At least UQ% of the respondents also 
strongly agreed with the applicability of the following suggestions 
of practices in a college of education classroom:
1. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are 
encouraged to be more active participants.
2. Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses.
3. Provide opportunities for students to  get involved 
in tellectu ally  and emotionally by working out their 
om interests and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
li. Maintain sufficient f le x ib ility  in methods, materials, 
content, and grouping.
5. Encourage "cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge 
from one fie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld .
6. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and 
a great diversity o f stim uli.
Practices four and seven received more than 60% of responses 
in the strongly agree category. >fi.th such a high percentage of 
agreement, the validity of these suggestions of practices may be 
considered as effective practices for enhancing creativity in a 
college of education classroom.
1. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are 
encouraged to be more active participants.
2. Encourage students to be open to new experiences and a 
a great diversity of stim uli.
CK/iPTER V I I
Sur^ iar;’-, Conclusions^ am 
Recomcendationo
SiuTunarj''
The probleit of this study vras to develop a l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices which would be beneficial to college of education faculty 
neïïibers who are concerned vzith and have the desire to enhance crsati’/ity  
in their classroom. I-lbre specifically, this studj- was broken down into 
four sub-problems: ( l ) to identify recommended practices to enhance
creativity in any classroom through a re\d.ew oi lieterature published 
since 196^; (2) to identifi’’ recommended practices which more than 
two-thirds of a selected panel of experts indicate as appropriate in 
a college of education classroom; (3) to identify thqpe suggestions of 
practices which are agreed upon by faculty members and graduate stu­
dents in the College of Education, East Carolina University, Greenville, 
Morth Carolina; and (Ii) after careful consideration of responses from 
experts, faculty members, and graduate students, to develop a l i s t  of 
suggestions of practices for enhancing creativity in a college of 
education classroom.
The participants in this study consisted of the follovm.ng: 
nine experts selected according to their extensive research in the
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area of creativity; 20 assistant professors, associate professors, 
and professors teaching at least one liOO-level graduate education 
course in the College of Education at East Carolina University; and 
513 graduate students enrolled in a l;GG-level course taught by a 
participating assistan t professor, associate professor, or professor 
in the College of Education at East Carolina University. A review 
of professional literature was the basis for the establishment of 
the 39 recommended practices reacted upon by the selected panel of 
experts. The recommendations of the panel of experts determined 
the practices contained in  the l i s t  of suggestions of practices to 
enhance creativ ity  in a college of education classroom to which 
faculty members and graduate students indicated their opinions.
I'fa.jor Findings
The major findings derived from th is study are as listed
below:
1. Cf the approximately 1000 recommended practices for 
enhancing creativity in any classroom which were iden­
t if ie d  by the researcher in a review of the literature, 
39 were identified  by as many as three different 
authors.
2. From the 39 recommended practices reacted upon by the 
selected panel of experts, nine practices were deleted 
as inappropriate practices in a college of education 
classroom. These practices were:
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a. Maintain an atmosphere which i s  competitive.
b. Bring students to the knowledge of self-actualization  
by assistin g  them in identifying their own strengths 
and lim itations.
c. Plan course work in  a fashion which encourages the 
groxrth of a wholesome skepticism and curiosity.
d. De-emphasize the concern for verbalization.
e. Serve as a model which students can challenge or 
imitate and improve upon.
f . Understand students empathetically and motivate them 
through listen ing and a real presence o f mind.
g. Coordinate learning rather than dispense knowledge.
h. Give te s ts  which contain simple completions- items 
to encourage some transfer reca ll.
i .  Relate the inventions of one individual to the 
acconplishments of others.
Faculty members responding to the l i s t  of suggestions of 
practices which a majority of the panel of experts con­
sidered appropriate for a college of education classroom 
rated the following practices below 7$%:
a. Allow the students to refuse to accept the known as 
their goal and encourage them to reach beyond toward 
the unknown (70%),
Iit9
b. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of 
frustration so that they nay u tiliz e  a ll of their  
talents
li. Faculty menbers strongly agreed upon 21 of the sug­
gestions of practices appropriate for enhancing cre­
a tiv ity  in a college of education classroom (greater 
than 90^).
5 . Of the participating faculty members, 90% strcngly 
agreed with one practice: arrange the classroom com­
fortable so that students are encouraged to be more 
active participants.
6. Graduate students responding to the l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices to which a majority o f the selected panel 
of experts agreed as appropriate for enhancing cre­
a tiv ity  in a college of education classroom, considered 
six  of the suggestions of practices as inappropriate 
(below 7^%):
a. Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and 
the students are free from conformity (71 Jo).
b. Provide opportunities for students to practice 
deferred judgments (69%)•
c. Allow the students to refuse to accept the known 
as their goal and encourage them to reach beyond 
toward the unknown (68^).
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d. Involve students in a c tiv it ie s  consisting of 
incomplete data for determining solutions (68^).
e. Continuously question and trouble students' minds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations
f .  Occasionally challenge students to the edge of 
frustration so that they may u t i l is e  a l l  o f their 
talents (kO%)>
?• Responses of graduate students to the l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices were more diversified than faculty members. 
Tt'Jo suggestions of practices were strongly agreed upon 
for their applicability to the college of education 
(greater than 60^):
a. Encourage students to be open to new experience
and a great diversity of stimuli (63^).
b. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students
are encouraged to be more active participants (6$%).
8. VJhen comparing the responses of faculty members and 
graduate students and their ranking o f practices, there 
were two suggestions o f practices which differed  
n o ta b ly  (Table 9):
a. Provide students opportunities to practice such
techniques as attribute lis t in g , checklist pro­
cedures, and synectics (faculty members ranked
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this practice as eleventh: graduate students 
ranlced the practice twenty-third),
b. Encourage ''cross-xertilisaticn'’ by relating 
knowledge from one fie ld  to knowledge from 
another field  (faculty members ranlced the 
practice thirdj graduate students ranked the 
practice eleventh).
?. A comparison of rating percentiles of faculty members 
and students in Table 3 revealed four meaningful 
differences (20% or greater):
a. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes 
(faculty members, students, 7?w)»
b. Provide opportunities for students to practice 
deferred judgment (faculty, 100 ;^ students, 69)1).
c. Involve students in activ ities consisting of in­
complete data for determining solutions (facult;/,
students, 63)1).
d. Continuously question and trouble students' minds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations 
(faculty, 00^; students, $ % ) .
10. A comparison of rating percentiles of the selected panel 
of e:cperts and faculty members on Table 9 revealed mean­
ingful differences in the follomng practices:
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TABLE 9
Comparison of Responses of K’cperts, 
Faculty Members, and Graduate Students
(STRONGLY ACÏÏEE & AGREE)
Fractices ExpertsPercentages
Faculty
Percentages
Students
Percentages
1 78 90 75
2 78 95 75
3 89 100 9h
L 89 100 95
5 100 70 68
6 100 100 9k
7 100 95 97
8 89 90 79
9 100 100 91
10 100 100 95
11 100 100 95
12 100 100 93
13 89 85 83
iL 89 95 81
15 89 95 95
16 ICO 100 93
17 78 95 80
18 100 90 89
19 89 90 86
20 89 ICO 69
21 78 15 liC
22 100 100 90
23 90 95 68
2h 100 100 91
25 78 95 92
26 89 80 81i
27 89 ICO 85
28 89 80 55
29 100 100 8h
30 78 95 8k
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s . the students to refuse to accept the knoim
as their goal ana encourage then to reach beyond 
touard the unimoim (erxcrts, ICO,"!: faculty, 7Cy.).
b. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of 
frustration so that they nay u tilise  a ll of their 
talents (experts, 1%', faculty, Iri'')*
I'l. A corxariscn of rating percentiles of the selected panel 
of s:q:erts and graduate students on Table 9 revealed 
r.naningful differences in the ratings of the follcidng:
a. Alio:; the students to refuse to accept the hnci-x 
as their goal and encourage then to reach beyond 
tc:;ard the unlxcun (eixerts, 100;i: students,
b. Continuously challenge students to the edge of 
frustration so that they ma.y u t ilise  a ll of their 
talents (e^rperts, 78 :^ students, 30!^ ).
c. Continuously question and trouble students' ninds 
by using such techniques as redirecting original 
questions and developing provocative situations 
(e-'Xerts, 89,o; students,
Ih'-scussion of the Developed 
List of Practices 
After careful consideration of responses received frora the 
selected panel of experts, faculty members, and graduate students, 
a l i s t  of suggestions of practices to enhance creativity in a
roilere of éducation classroora uas developed by the rcaoarchcr 
f'.pprir.cii;: f:). A criterion for the selection of pr-.cticoa to be 
included on the l ic t  of auy^eotionc of practices rc-uired that 
inclivlcual percontapes for the panel of anporte. faculty neraboruj 
and graduate students nunt indicate an arrcencnt of 3Ct or more, 
r.'iio level of agreement v:os considered by the researcher to be 
high enough to substantiate their inclusion in the developed l i s t .  
These 10 suggestions of practices to enhance crei-.tivity in a college 
of eduction classroon include the folloezing:
1. ■'aintain -n appropriate balance betueon freodon and 
control.
f .  .'arrange the classrooei confortable- so that students are 
encouraged to be nore active participants.
3 . Gain self-confidence and improve sld lls by solving 
■problems of progressively greater ccmplenity.
1. fncourage students to be open to nc*r enncrienccs and 
.a great diversity of stimuli.
5 . Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a ll s'tudcnts.
6. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradonos.
7 . Tncourage and uelcome original and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses.
3. Provide opportunities for students to get involved in­
te llec tu a lly  and emotionally by working out their ovn 
in terests and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
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9« Stress the transferring of training by ezcpcriencing 
various sensory and inventive nethocs.
10. Provide students opportunities to ;;racticc such tech­
niques as attribute listin g , checlclist procedures, 
and synectics.
11. Involve students in such ta sics as planning, organising, 
communicating, decision-making, evaluating, and other 
knovjn sk ills .
12. i-klntain sufficient f lex ib ility  in methods, materials, 
content, and grouping.
13* Provide problem-solving situations by applying problem- 
solving principles—developing various hypotheses and 
searching for alternative methods.
Il|. Organise small group practice sessions so that students 
may work together to intensify judgments and produce 
many ideas.
l5* Challenge students by providing various meaningful 
assignments and observe the outcomes.
16. Encourage "cross-fertilisation" by relating knowledge 
from one fie ld  to knowledge from another fie ld .
17. Reward students appropriately and eagerly for any be­
havior lAiich demonstrates inventiveness.
13. Provide brainstorming activities which allow free­
wheeling of the imagination and encourage quantity to 
breed quality.
1^6
19. Incorporate different techniques '-.'hich vdll allow the 
students to perform autonomously as they search for 
new understanding.
20. Design and u tiliz e  exercises which strengthen verbal 
fluency.
Although practice 20 did not meet the above criterion for 
inclusion, the researcher assumed that the practice would have been 
.agreed upon i f  a ll  students had understood the meaning of practicing 
deferred iudgments. Agreement between faculty members and experts 
was greater than
A second suggestion of practice which was not agreed upon by 
of the students was practice e i ^ t .  Agreement between faculty  
and ezcperts was greater than 88  ^ while 19p of the students agreed 
upon the appropriateness of the practice.
Practices eight and twenty were also identified a substantial 
number of times (above the minimum of three) in the researcher's re­
view of the literature. For these reasons the follovâng two prac­
tices were added to the above l is t :
21. Provide opportunities for students to practice deferred 
judgment.
22. Assist students in developing a particular stjrle which 
f i t s  their personality by individualizing instruction.
There was sufficient agreement among the e>q)erts, faculty mem­
bers, and graduate students that the developed l i s t  of suggestions of
1S7
practices constitute techniques for enhancing creativity  in a college 
of education classroom. Although the l i s t  was developed sp ecifica lly  
for the college of education classroom, the suggestions of practices 
may have possible application in  other te-cher-leam er situations. 
Such a l i s t  of suggestions may be beneficial to faculty members in 
college classrooms other than college of education classrooms. 
Teachers in high schools, middle schools, and elementary schools 
may find the developed l i s t  applicable to  their classrooms because 
of the practicality  of each suggested practice. These practices 
do not require any radical demands from normal classroom procedures.
Some of the suggestions o f practices may even be applicable 
in  other situations such as businesses and industries which require 
creative resu lts. Consequently, the developed l i s t  of suggestions 
of practices may be useful to other researchers who are concerned 
ifith the enhancement of creativity.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In view of the findings of th is study, the follo-dng con­
clusions and recommendations were considered:
1. Through the u tilisa tio n  of defensible professional 
literature, an adequate l i s t  of recommended practices 
in  a college of education classroom m s established.
2. The selected panel o f experts agreed upon 30 of the 
recommended practices as applicable to a college of 
education classroom.
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3. The 20 participating assistant professors, associate 
professors, and professors agreed upon 2y of the 30 
practices as applicable to a college of education 
Classroom.
U- 'Graduate students agreed (90:1 or greater) to the appro­
priateness of 13 of the suggestions of practices for 
enhancing creativity in a college of education class­
room. VJhen the researcher examined agreement of those 
practices above 30,1. there were 21 practices included, 
'.vith the substantially higher number of participating 
students, the researcher assumed that the latter ear- 
ccr.tage of agreement to their appropriateness uas a 
valid one.
5* College personnel should work for fu ller  implementation 
of practices for enhancing creativ ity  in a college of 
education classroom.
6. Students should be allowed more input into the procedures 
to be carried out in the college of education classroom.
7. College of education faculty members need to be con­
cerned about the practices which l â l l  enhance creativity  
in their students and incorporate those considered 
appropriate by experts in the fie ld  o f creativity, 
other faculty raanbers, and students.
8. All colleges of education should consider the in­
clusion of a course sp ecifica lly  designed for assisting
teachers in the u tiliza tion  of practices appropriate 
for enhancing creativ ity  in college students.
Suggestions for Further Studies 
Through the development of the l i s t  of suggestions of prac­
tices for enhancing creativity  in a college of education classroom, 
the folloiidng suggestions implicating further research were identified:
1. The l i s t  of suggestions of practices for enhancing
creativ ity  in r. college of education classroom should
be used in  an e}?orimental study. In a college of 
education, controlled groups u t ilis in g  the l i s t  o f  
suggestions of practices developed by the researcher 
may be cormared to groups which do not use any of those 
practices to determine differences in creativity demon­
strated by college students.
?. i. course of study should be designed for college faculty
members to a ss is t  them in identification and u tiliza tion  
of appropriate practices for enhancing creativity in 
their students.
3 . Studies involving creativ ity  at the college and
university levels are needed, especially in the 
f ie ld  of education, psychology, and human develop­
ment.
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1.1. Studies revealing empirical data results in the area 
of creativity in college of cduc.ahion classrooms n.'^ ed 
to be conducted which college faculty members nay 
find anolicable to their classes.
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APPENDIX A
A LIST OF SUGGESTIONS OF PRACTICES FOR 
Em\NCIMG GRSATr;iri i n  the 
OOLLEGE OF EDUCATION GLASSROŒI
3ie following key should be used to indicate your responses to the 
suggestions of practices.
1 -  strongly agree
2 - agree
3 - undecided
4 - disagree
5 - strongly disagree
Degree of Appropriateness
RsiHarl's or
PRACTICES 1 2 3 L $ Modifications
A. GLA3SR00H CLKATE
1. Establish an atmosphere in 
which the teacher and the 
students are free from 
conformity.
2. Establish a psychologically 
secure, non-threatening, and 
supportive atmosphere where 
criticism is  seldom used and 
risks can be taken without 
fear of penalties; eliminate 
competition for grades.
3 . Maintain an atmosphere which 
is  competitive.
1|. Maintain an appropriate bal­
ance between freedom and 
control.
Arrange the classroom com­
fortably so that students are 
encouraged to be more active 
participants.
B. DEVELOPING STUDENT ATTITUDES
6. Allow the students to refuse 
to accept the known as their 
goal and encourage them to 
reach beyond the unknown.
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PRiS.CTICS
Degree o f  A p p ro p ria ten ess
Remarks or
1 2 3 h $ Modification:
7* Gain self-confidence and 
improve sk ills  by solving 
problems of progressively 
greater complexity.
8. Encourage students to be open 
to new experiences and a 
great diversity of stim uli.
9. A ssist students in developing 
a particular sty le  which fits  
their personality by ind i­
vidualizing instruction.
10. Bring students to the know­
ledge of self-actualization  
by assisting them in identi­
fying their own strengths 
and lim itations.
11. Plan course work in a fashion 
which encourages the grovrth of 
a wholesome skepticism and 
curiosity.
G. PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES
12. Serve as a model which the
students can challenge or imi­
tate and improve upon.
13. Understand students empath- 
e tic a lly  and motivate them 
through listen in g and real pres­
ence of mind.
ll;. Demonstrate a sense of love and 
respect for a l l  students.
1$. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, 
and paradoxes.
16. De-emphasize the concern for 
verbalization.
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PRACTICES
Degree o f  A p p ro p r ia te n e s s
Remarks or
1 2 3 it 5 Modifications
D. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
17. Encourage and welcome orig i­
nal and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses.
1
l8 . Provide opportunities for stu­
dents to get involved in te l­
lectu ally  and emotionally by 
working out their own interest 
and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
19. Stress the transferring of
training by experiencing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
20. Provide students opportunities 
to practice such techniques as 
attribute lis t in g , checklist pro­
cedures, and synectics.
21. Involve students in such tasks as 
planning, organizing, communi­
cating, decision-making, evalu­
ating, and other knovm s k ills .
22. Maintain su fficien t f le x ib ility  
in methods, materials, content, 
and grouping.
23. Provide an experimental or lab­
oratory situation often.
2li. Provide problem-solving s itu ­
ations by applying problem­
solving principles "developing 
various hypotheses and searching 
for alternative methods.
25. Organize small group practice
sessions so that students may work 
together to in tensify  judgments 
and produce many ideas.
26. Provide opportunities for students 
to practice deferred judgment.
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PRACTICES
Degree o f  A p p ro p ria ten ess
Remarks o r
1 2 3 il 5 Modifications
27. Occasionally challenge stu­
dents to the edge of frus­
tration so that they may 
u tiliz e  a l l  of their ta lents.
1
23. Challenge students by pro­
viding various and meaningful 
assignments and observe the 
outcomes.
29. Involve students in a c tiv itie s  
consisting of incomplete data 
for determining solutions.
30. Encourage "cross-fertilization" 
by relating knowledge from one 
fie ld  to knowledge from another.
31. Design and u t iliz e  exercises
which strengthen verbal fluency. -
32. Reward students appropriately 
and eagerly for any behavior 
which demonstrates inventive­
ness, honesty, and responsi­
b il ity .
33. Provide brainstorming a c tiv itie s  
which allow freewheeling of the 
imagination and encourage quan­
t ity  to  breed quality.
3I1. Continuously question and trouble 
students ' minds by using such 
techniques as redirecting orig i­
nal questions and developing 
provocative situations.
3$. Coordinate learning rather than 
dispense knowledge.
36. Incorporate different techniques 
which w ill allow the students to 
perform autonomously as they 
search for new understanding.
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PRACTICES
Degree o f Appropriateness
Remarks or
2 3 ll 5 j-bdifications
37• Give tests  which contain 
simple completion items to  
encourage some transfer re­
ca ll.
38 . Relate the inventions of 
one individual to the 
accomplishments of others.
39 . Provide each student with the 
opportunity to participate in  
a leadership role.
iJOTES;
1• A ll practices recommended by three or more authors are included in the 
questionnaire although some may be in co n flic t.
2. Practices have been placed under only one heading although some may be 
appropriate under several headings.
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PANEL OF EXPERTS
J. P. Guilford 
Professor of Psychology 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, California 90007
P aul H e is t
Department of Education 
University of California at Berkeley 
Berkeley, California 9Ü720
Donald W. MacKinnon, Director 
Institute for Personality Assessment 
and Research 
University of California at Berkeley 
Berkeley, California 9li720
William B. Michael
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90007
Sidney J. Parnes 
Department of Creative Studies 
State University of New York 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 1ii222
Janes A. Snith 
Department of Education 
State University of New York 
Oswego, New York I3126
Morris I .  Stein 
Professor of Psychology 
Graduate School 
New York University 
ll Washington Square 
New York, New York 10003
Calvin W. Taylor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Utah 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8I1II2
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E. Paul Torrance, Chairman 
Department of Educational Psychology 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30601
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Please sign and return th is slip i f  you request the compiled l i s t  of 
suggestions with the statements and explanations verifying their in ­
clusion in the questionnaire.
Dear
I am involved in the ■vrriting of my dissertation entitled , "A List 
of Suggestions of Practices for the Enhancing of Creativity in the 
College of Education Classroom." This l i s t  of practices was de­
vised from a review of relevant literature published since 1965, 
and each practice had to be identified by a minimum of three 
different authors. These practices were not recommended specif­
ica lly  for higher education; therefore, th is study i s  concerned 
with their appropriateness at the college and university levels.
The second phase of my study is to  ask experts to judge the degree 
of appropriateness of these practices for those professors who are 
concerned with enhancing creativity in  their classrooms. A review 
of the literature has identified you as an expert in the fie ld  of 
creativity  who might a s s is t  me in this e ffort. I f  you consent to 
a ssis t me in my study, please review the attached l i s t  of practices 
and indicate the degree of appropriateness for use in the college 
of education classroom and make any remarks or modifications you 
deem necessary. Any additional suggestions of practices w ill be 
most welcome.
Upon receipt of your questionnaire, along with those from other 
selected experts, responses will be compiled and then administered 
to students and professors in the College of Education at The Uni­
versity of Oklahoma during the summer session, 1976.
I w ill be most happy to share with you the entire 1200 suggestions 
vâth authors and sources revealed in the review of the literature 
published since 1965, the summary of opinions from the panel of 
experts, and the compiled responses from professors and students in 
the College of Education.
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Page Two
I would appreciate your returning the coinpleted questionnaire 
with a cover le tter  validating the content of the domain being 
studied a t your ea r liest convenience. Your assistance is  greatly 
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Betty E. Atkinson Gene D. Shepherd
College o f Education Professor of Education
University of Œclahoma College of Education
820 Van Vleet Oval 
Uorman, Oklahoma 73019
BRû/ra
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APPENDIX B
OPINIONNAIRE
THE PURPOSE OF THIS GPIÎUGNMIRE IS TG ASSIST THE RESEARCHER 
IN THE DE7ELGPHENT GF SUGGESTIONS OF PRACTICES FOR THE ENHANCDTG Œ 
CREATI7ITÏ IN THE COLLEGE GF EDUCATION. THIS LIST GF PRACTICES MS 
DETOSED FROM A REHELf GF RELEVANT LITERATURE TG WHICH NINE WELL- 
KNOWN EXPERTS IN THE FIELD GF CREATIVITY HAVE REACTED. SUCH EXPERTS 
INCLUDE E. PAUL TORRANCE, J. P. GÜILFGRD, CALVIN W. TAYLOR, MORRIS I .  
STEIN, WILLIAM B. MICHAEL, PAUL HEIST, SIDNEY J. PARNES, DONALD W. 
MACKIÎINGN, AND JAMES A. SMITH.
THE FOLLOWING KEY SHOULD BE USED TO INDICATE YOUR RESPONSES 
TO THE SUGGESTIONS OF PRACTICES YOU FEEL ARE APPLICABLE IN A COLLEGE 
OF EDUCATION CLASSROOM:
(1 ) STRONGLY AGREE
(2) AGREE
(3) UNDECIDED 
(ll) DISAGREE'
{$) STRONGLY DISAGREE
CLASSROOM CLIMATE:
1. Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and the students 
are free from conformity.
2. Establish a psychologically secure, non-threatening, and 
supportive atmosphere where criticism  is  seldom used and 
risks can be taken without fear of penalties ; eliminate 
competition for grades.
3- Maintain an appropriate balance between freedom and control.
1|.. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are en­
couraged to be more active participants.
B. DEVELOPING STUDENT ATTITUDES:
Allow the students to refuse to accept the known as their  
goal and encourage them to reach beyond toward the unknown.
6. Gain self-confidence and improve sk ills  by solving problems 
of progressively greater conçlexity.
7. Encourage students to be open to new e^qjeriences and a 
great diversity of stim uli.
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8. Assist students in developing a particular style which 
f i t s  their personality by individualizing instruction.
C. PROFESSIOÎIAL ATTITUDES:
9 . Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a l l  students.
10. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes.
D. nJSTRUCTIOm STRATEGIES:
11. Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, 
ideas, and responses.
12. Provide opportunities for students to get involved in ­
te llectu a lly  and emotionally by working out their own 
interests and se lf-in itia ted  projects.
13 . Stress the transferring of training by experiencing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
1U. Provide students opportunities to practice such techniques 
as attribute lis t in g  (lis tin g  pecu liarities, qualities, 
tr a its , characteristics; looking at problems from a variety  
of viewpoints), checklist procedures (analyzing problems 
from the standpoint of a number of questions), and syn- 
ectics (using sim ilarities and comparisons).
1$. Involve students in such tasks as planning, organizing, 
communicating, decision-making, evaluating, and other 
knovm s k il ls .
16 . liaintain su ffic ien t f le x ib il ity  in methods, materials, 
content, and grouping.
17 . Provide an experimental or laboratory situation often.
18. Provide problem-solving situations by applying problem­
solving principles—developing various hypotheses and 
searching for alternative methods.
19 . Organize small group practice sessions so that students 
may work together to intensify judgments and produce many 
ideas.
20. Provide opportunities for students to practice deferred 
judgment.
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21. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of frustration  
so that they may u t iliz e  a l l  of their talents.
22. Challenge students by providing various and meaningful 
assignments and observe the outcomes.
23. Involve students in a c tiv itie s  consisting of incomplete 
data for determining solutions.
2h- Encourage "cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge 
from one fie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld .
25. Design and u t iliz e  exercises which strengthen verbal 
fluency.
26. Reward students appropriately and eagerly for any be­
havior which demonstrates inventiveness.
27. Provide brainstorming a c tiv itie s  which allow free­
wheeling of the imagination and encourage quantity to 
breed quality.
28. Continuously question and trouble students' minds by 
using such techniques as redirecting original questions 
end developing provocative situations.
29- Incorporate different techniques which vn.ll allow the 
students to perform autonomously as they search for new 
understandi.eg.
30. Provide each student with the opportunity to participate 
in a leadership role.
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APPENDIX C
LETTER TO EAST CAROLINA UI«VERSITY 
AND THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
101 Canterbury Court 
Robin Lake Estates 
Dudley, North Carolina 28333 
December 7, 1976
Dr. Douglas R. Jones 
Dean, College of Education 
iSk  Speight
East Carolina University 
Greenville, North Carolina
Dear Dr. Jones:
I t  was a pleasure talking vâth you Ifenday, and I appreciate your 
willingness to seek approval from East Carolina University for 
assistance in gathering the data necessary for my dissertation.
i^ ly proposal for study at the doctoral level, as previously d is­
cussed with you, involves the development of a l i s t  of suggestions 
o f practices to enhance creativity  in a college of education. 
Relevant literature was reviewed and specific practices were 
identified  at lea st three times by three different authors. These 
practices were conçiled by the researcher, evaluated by nine w ell- 
known experts as identified in the literature, and again compiled 
by the researcher to be reacted upon by assistant professors, 
associate professors, and/or fu l l  professors in a college of edu­
cation. Also to be involved are graduate students enrolled in  
llOO-numbered education courses taught by those holding a rank of 
assistan t professor or higher.
Since I now reside in Goldsboro, North Carolina, the convenience 
for gathering data at East Carolina University i s  much greater 
than at the University of Oklahoma which has been approved by my 
doctoral committee. The questionnaire w ill be administered by 
me and should only require about fifteen irdnutes of class time.
Enclosed is  a le tter  of explanation to be distributed to each 
professor involved, a copy of the questionnaire to be reacted 
upon by the previously mentioned professors and students enrolled 
in  th eir graduate classes, and a general information sheet to be 
completed by each graduate student involved.
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Thank you very much for considering assisting ~e in my study 
by a1loaning me a few minutes in  the graduate classes. Your 
cooperation is  most sincerely appreciated.
Sincerely,
Betty 3. Atkinson 
University of Oklahoma
Enclosures
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APPZNOn 0
LETTER OF EXPLANATION TO PARTICIPATING 
FACULTY leBERS
Dear Or.
I am involved in  the vrriting of my dissertation en titled , "A List 
of Suggestions of Practices for the Enhancing of Creativity in 
the College of Education Classroom." This l i s t  of practices was 
devised from a review of relevant literature published since 
156$, and each had to be identified  by a minimum of three different 
authors. The practices were not recommended sp ecifica lly  for 
higher education; therefore, th is study i s  concerned ;âth their 
anpropriateness at the college and university lev e ls .
The second phase of my study was to ask experts to judge the 
degree of appropriateness of these practices for those pro­
fessors who are concerned with enhancing creativ ity  in their 
classrooms. A review of literature revealed the following 
as experts in the f ie ld  of creativity , a l l  o f ;rfiom have favorably 
responded to the questionnaire:
Morris I . Stein 
Professor of Psychology 
New York University
:'&lliam B. Michael
Department of Educational Psychology 
University of Southern California
E. Paul Torrance
Department of Educational Psychology 
University o f Georgia
J. P. Guilford 
Professor of Psychology 
University of Southern California
Paul Heist
Department of Education 
University of California at Berkeley
Donald ¥ . MacKinnon, Director
Institute for Personality Assessment & Research
University of California at Bericeley
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Sidney J. Fames
Department of Creative Studies
State University of îfew York
James A. Smith (Ret.)
Department of Education 
State University of Neif York
Calvin W. Taylor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Utah
Responses of these experts have been studied and compiled to  
develop the enclosed questionnaire which is  to be administered 
to students and professors in  the College of Education at East 
Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina, during the 
tinter term, 1 ?76-77.
At your convenience, I would appreciate your permission to 
administer the enclosed questionnaire to your graduate classes. 
Permission from Phst Carolina University has previously been 
granted. Your completion of the enclosed questionnaire w ill  
also be most appreciated. I w ill v is i t  you soon to arrange a 
conventient time for you and your classes, and to pick up your 
completed questionnaire.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Betty E. Atkinson 
College of Education 
University of Œclahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma
Enclosure
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APPETIDIX E
Rank of Faculty Members' Responses to  
the Suggestions of Practices
1 . Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are encouragd 
to be more active participants.
2. Maintain an appropriate balance between freedom and control.
3- Gain self-confidence and improve sk ills by solving problems of
progressively greater complexity.
3 . Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a l l  students.
3- Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, ideas,
and responses.
3. Encourage "cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge from one 
fie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld .
?. Encourage students to be open to new e:?criences and a- great 
diversity o f stim uli.
7 . Involve students in  such tasks as planning, organizing, communi­
cating, decision-making, evaluating, and other knovm s k i l ls .
9 . Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes.
9 . Provide each student with the opportunity to participate in a
leadership role.
1 i . Provide students opportunities to practice such techniques as 
attribute lis t in g , checklist procedures, and synectics.
11. Maintain su ffic ien t f le x ib ility  in  methods, materials, content, 
and grouping.
11. Challenge students by providing various and meaningful assignments 
and observe the outcomes.
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11. Design and u tiliz e  exercises which strengthen verbal fluency.
15« Provide opportunities for students to get involved in tellectu ally  
and emotionally by working out their own interests and s e lf ­
in itiated  projects.
16. Assist students in developing a particular sty le  which f it s  their  
personality by individualizing instruction.
1Ô. Provide problem-solving situations by aopl;/ing problem-solving 
principles—developing various hyrjothosos and searching for 
alternative methods.
1a. Pro'/ide brainstorming a c tiv itie s  which allow free-wheeling of the 
irrgination and encourage quantity to breed quality.
16. Incorporate different techniques which : .ill allow the students 
to perform autonomously as they search for new understanding.
2u‘. Stress tiie transferring of training by e:roericncing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
20. Provide an ercperimental or laboratory situation often.
20. Organize small group practice sessions so that students may 
work together to in ten sify  jud^ents and produce many ideas.
23. keward students appropriately and eagerly for any behavior which 
demonstrates inventiveness.
23. Involve students in a c tiv itie s  consisting of incomplete data 
for determining solutions.
2>  Establish a psychologically secure, non-threatening, and
supportive atmosphere where criticism  is  seldom used and risks 
can be taken without fear of penalties; eliminate competition 
for grades.
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26.  ProvidG o p p o r tu n it ie s  f o r  s tu d e n ts  t o  p r a c t ic e  d e ferred  
judgm ent.
27. Continuously question and trouble students' minds by using 
such techniques as redirecting original questions and develop­
ing provocative situations.
23. Establish an atmosphere in which the teacher and tlio students 
are free from conformity.
21. Allow the students to refuse to accept the knovm as their goal 
and encourage them to reach beyond tovnrd the unknoun.
30. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of frustration so 
that they may u tilize  a l l  of their talents.
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APPSMDIZ F
Rank of Students' Responses to the 
Suggestions o f Practices
1 . Encourage students to be open to new experiences and a greao 
diversity of stim uli.
2. Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are encouraged 
to be more active participants.
3* Encourage and welcome original and unheralded ciuestions, ideas, 
and responses.
li. maintain su ffic ien t f le x ib ility  in methods, materials, content, 
and grouping.
5- lointain  an appropriate balance between freedom and control.
6. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes.
7. Involve students in such tasks as planning, organizing, communi­
cating, decision-making, evaluating, and other knovm s k il ls .
3. Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a ll  students.
9. Provide opportunities for students to get involved in te llec tu a lly  
and emotionally by working out their o:m interests and s e l f ­
in itiated  projects.
1 'J. Design and u t iliz e  exercises which strengthen verbal fluency.
11. Encourage "cross-fertilization" by relating knowledge from one 
f ie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld .
12. Gain self-confidence and improve sk ills  by solving problems of 
progressively greater complexity.
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13» Provide each student with the opportunity to participate in  
a leadership role.
11;. Organize small group practice sessions so tiiat students may work 
together to intensify judgments and produce many ideas.
Ip. Challenge students by providing various and meaningful assign­
ments and observe the outcomes.
15. Provide brainstorming a c tiv it ie s  which allow free-wheeling of 
the imagination and encourage quantity to breed quality.
i 7. lewnrd students appropriately and eagerly for any behavior 
'■;hich demonstrated inventiveness.
16. Provide problem-solving situations by applying problem­
solving principles—developing various hypotheses and search­
ing for alternative methods.
1"'. Provide an e:-q)erimental or laboratory situation often.
2J. Assist students in developing a particular style which f it s  
their personality by individualizing instruction.
21. Stress the transferring of training by experiencing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
22. Establish a r sychologically secure, non-threatening, and supportive 
atmosphere where criticism  is  seldom used and risks can be taken 
without fear of penalties; eliminate competition for grades.
23. Provide students opportunities to practice such techniques as 
attribute lis t in g , checklist procedures, and synectics.
21;. Incorporate different techniques which w ill allow the students 
to perform autonomously as they search for new understanding.
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2$. Establish an atmosphere in  which the teacher and the students 
are free from conformity.
26. Involve students in a c tiv itie s  consisting of incomplete data 
for determining solutions.
27- Allow the students to refuse to accept the known as their goal 
and encourage them to reach beyond toward the unknown.
2'j. Provide opportunities for students to practice deferred judgment.
??. Continuously question and trouble students' minds by using
such techniques as redirecting original questions and developing 
provocative situations.
jO. Occasionally challenge students to the edge of frustration so 
that they may u tilize  a ll of their talents.
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APP3IDIX G
THE DEVELOE-ÎENT OF SUGGESTIONS OF Pl/'.CTICES 
FO?v ENHANCING C'IE/lTIVITY IN THE 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GUSSNCCM
1. Maintain an appropriate balance between freedon and control.
2.  Arrange the classroom comfortably so that students are encouraged 
to be more active participants.
3 . Gain self-confidence and improve sk ills  by solving problems of 
progressively greater complexity.
1|. Encourage students to be open to now experiences and a great 
diversity of stimuli.
$ .  Demonstrate a sense of love and respect for a ll students.
6. Tolerate ambiguity, disorder, and paradoxes.
7 . Encourage and welcome original and unheralded questions, ideas, 
and responses.
3. Provide opportunities for students to get involved intellectually  
and emotionally by working out their oi-m interests and s e lf ­
initiated projects.
9. Stress the transferring of training by e:cperiencing various 
sensory and inventive methods.
1 0. Provide students opportunities to practice such techniques as 
attribute listin g  (Listing peculiarities, qualities, tra its , 
characteristics 5 looking at problems from, a variety of view­
points), checklist procedures (analyzing problems from the 
standpoint of a number of questions), and synectics (using 
sim ilarities and comparisons.
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1 I. Involve students in  such tasks as planning, organizing,
co’i’nunicatingj decision-making, evaluating, and other knoivn 
s k i l ls •
12. i-îaintain su ffic ien t f le x ib ility  in methods, materials, content, 
and grouping.
13. Provide problem-solving situations by applying problem-solving 
principles—developing various hypotheses and searching for
aIternative methods.
II4. Organise small group practice sessions so that students may 
Triork together to intensify judgments and produce many ideas.
1$. Challenge students by providing various and meaningful assign­
ments and observe the outcomes.
16. Encourage "cross-fertilization” by relating knowledge from one
fie ld  to knowledge from another f ie ld .
17. Reward students appropriately and eagerly for any behavior 
which demonstrated inventiveness.
13. Provide brainstorming a c tiv itie s  which allow free-wheeling of 
the imagination and encourage quantity to breed quality.
19. Incorporate different techniques v;hich w ill allow the students 
to perform autonomously as they search for new understanding.
20. Provide opportunities for students to practice deferred judgment.
21. Assist students in developing a particular sty le  which f i t s  their 
personality by individualizing instruction.
22. Design and u t il iz e  exercises which strengthen verbal fluency.
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